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Fundraising sputtered
under form er official
Chronicle exam shows
donations down w hile
expenses increase
By Jeff Danna
Editor-In-Chief
When Sam Ross was hired as
vice president of institutional
adva ncement at Co lumbia in
October 2003, his basic ambition
was to help Columbia raise funds
and become less dependent on
tuition as a source of revenue.
But it turns out that, Columbia
ra ised significantly less money
under Ross, who abruptly vacated
his position Dec. 2. According to
an e-mail sent from Columbia
president Warrick L. Carter 's
office, Ross left to "take advantage of other opportunities," and
co llege officials have declined to
elaborate on the details of Ross'
departure.
Federal 990 tax forms obtained
through the IRS and Columbia's
Office of the Vice President of
Finance reveal that from
September 2002 to August 2003,
the fiscal year before Ross was
hired, the college received $7.3
million in contributions from
non-government sources and

spent $2 million on fundraising
endeavors.
During that same period for the
2003-2004 fiscal year, Ross' first
as vice president of institutional
advancement, Columbia brought
in $3.8 million from non-government sources, a decline of 48 percent. This is the least amount in
donations Columbia has brought
in since 2000-200 I , when the
school received $3.4 million.
Also during 2003-2004, the
school spent $2.4 million on philanthropic efforts, $400,000, or 20
percent, more than the previous
year.
Documents for the 2004-2005
fiscal year are not yet available.
M ichael DeSalle, Columbia's
vice president of finance and Chief
Financial Officer, said he has not
had a chance to research the information in the 990s, and he could
not conunent on why Columbia
saw a drop in contributions.
In the realm of fundraising,
Columbia also spent significantly
more on compensation top
administrators, the salaries of
Institutional Advancement staff
and travel.
DeSalle said these spikes can

Ho-ho holiday party
Members of Columbia student organizations and HUB faculty pose for a photograph with Santa
Claus at the a nn ual HUBadays Holiday Party. The holiday celebration in the HUB , 1104 S.
Wabash Ave., Dec. 9 was open to the entire Columbia community. The people posing with
Santa are Donnie Kim lin (bottom left), coordinator of student leadership, Jessica Coney (bottom
right), Cassandra McCottrell (left of Santa), Ebone McCloud (right of Santa ), Kathy Kubala (far
rig ht), Dominic Cottone (top left), director of s tudent leadership, John Spring (top right).

See Ross, P age 8

Students gather holiday cheers for the needy Propo~ed aid
Holly Jolly Trolley
Food Drive raises
money, food
By Jessica Pearce
Ass istant Campus Editor
Students
walking
into
Columbia's 33 E. Congress
Parkway building Dec. 8 were
greeted by a familiar sight of the
season- a man dressed in red and
white, cheerfully bellowing, "Ho!

ho! ho! "
Santa Claus, the Columbia
Radio Department and the campus radio station, WCRX, joined
volunteers from the Greater
Chicago Food Depository in the
third annual Holly Jolly Trolley
Food Drive to raise money and
food for the Greater Chicago
Food Depository.
DJs from WCRX provided
conunentary throughout the day
as students brought canned goods
and other food to donate, bought

J unior Raquel Vega (right) and senior Mike Ha nsen (middle),
both rad io majors, speak to Steve Scott, associate producer
for Goodman Theatre's Christmas Carol while co-hos ting the
WCRX Holly J o lly Trolley broadcast on Dec. 8 a t Columbia's
Congress Parkway building , 33 E. Congress Parkwa y.

coffee, hot cocoa and bagels
donated from local businesses.
Students could also spin a wheel
for the chance to win a variety of
prizes from classical music COs
to T-shirts advertising the movie
The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion. the Witch and the Wardrobe.
The Holly Jolly Trolley idea
came out of a Radio Department
staff meeting in 2003, said Cheryl
Morton-Langston, director of
WCRX.
"We were having a large discussion on conununity service,"
she said. " We thought we needed
to do something. We were singing
silly [holiday] songs and came up
with the idea of filli ng up a trolley
with canned goods."
According to Ruth lgoe, director of commun ications for the
Greater
Ch icago
Food
Depository, last year the school
donated a total of 73 1 pounds of
food and $ 1,000. This year, the
Student Government Association
donated $ 1,500 to the shelter in
addition to the money raised by
students giving as they walked
through the building. Columbia
presented the SGA's check in a
ceremony Dec. 8.
Igoe said the $ 1,500 will provide about 6,000 meals for the
men, women and children who
use the shelter.
"We' re so appreciati ve," she
said. "Events like this help raise
awareness and bring people to
action."
Courtney Wylie , vice president of the SGA, said this is the
second year it bas donated
money to the shelter. The SGA
was able to donate more money

this year because of a larger
budget.
" It 's a really good cause,"
Wylie said. "And it's something
we can do to support the Audio
Department."
Anita Padilla, NBC5's morning
anchor and reporter, he lped
WCRX with the broadcast, which
ran continuously throughout the
day. Padilla, a Columbia alumna,
said that people forget who benefits from the donated food.
" People forget that the homcless are not just individuals," she
said. "Families are homeless, too.
A lot of people lost their jobs this
year. People need to understand
that they could be in this situation
very easily."
Igoe agrees that there are a lot
of misperceptions about people
who use the food depository.
"Thirty percent arc the working
poor," she said. "Another 30 percent are children. There are 91 ,000
people in Cook County every week
who rely on the food depositorythat could fill Soldier Field one and
a halft imes."
A lthough the Greater Chicago
Food Depository appreciates all
the donations it receives during
the holiday season, lgoc wants to
remind students that homelessness isn' t just a winter prob lem.
" Hunger is a 365 day a year
problem," she said. "Ninety percent of all food drive donations
are in November and December."
Igoe said that the food depository welcomes volunteers all year
long.
For more information, or to
donate your time. call (773) 247FOOD.

CUtS will not
rm·pact
Columbt"a
By Hayley Graham
Campus Editor
Proposed cuts to federal student financial aid would not dramatically impact Columbia students, officials said.
In November the U.S. House of
Representatives approved a
budget bill, which would cut
$ 14.3 billion from student loans
over the next five years. The
Senate proposed and passed $8.8
billion in student loan cuts in an
effort to ease the U.S. budget
deficit.
The House and Senate are currently negotiating the budget bill.
which will have to be passed by a
majority in each house before it
can be signed into law by
President George W. Bush.
A majority of the cutback s
would come from el iminating the
federal Perkins loan program,
which Columbia does not participate in, according to Jenni fer
Waters. director of student fina ncial services at Columbia.
Waters said students wi ll not be
affected if the cutbacks are
passed until 2007 or 2008.
"Nothing is reall y going to
change for this yea r," Waters
said.
Stafford loans. which 70 percent of Columbia students
receive, would experience an
increase in origination fcc, which
See Lo a ns , Page 9

NEWS&NOTES
Protesters miss the point
By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Otief
he words of John P. Murtha,
a Democratic congressman
from Pennsylvania, have
sparked the latest ideological
debate over the war in Iraq.
The 73-year-old representative,
who served 37 years in the Marine
Corps, called for the removal of
American troops from Iraq wtthin
the next six months during a session
of
the
House
of
Representatives last month, and in
a statement t•n his webpage, he
wrote:
"The lack of clear objectives and
consistent policies has left us with a
weakened security both at home
and abroad. [There is] a weakening
of public support not for our troops,
who have done everything we've
asked of them, but of the president
and his job in Iraq."
Murtha's remarks regarding the
war are highly critical of the Bush
administration, but they are also
reasonable. He has made excellent,
pointed comments about the devastation the war has caused, noting
the dramatic increase in attacks in
the past year.
Ifonly all critics of the war could
be so informed and eloquent.
On Dec. 3, Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton gave the keynote speech at
the
American
Democracy
Institute' s youth summit in
Roosevelt University's Auditorium
Theater, and just minutes after she
took the stage, groups of protesters
in the audience stood up and interrupted her.
They chanted and held up signs
with slogaru like, "Out of Iraq
Now" and "Hillary Supports War,"
they dropped leaflets from the auditorium's bakonies; and they
refused to let Clinton acbowledge
their concerns.
At first, Clinton aneml'ted to

T

divert attention away from the protesters by asking questions that
would elicit strong reactions from
audience members, but most eyes
still remained on those creating the
disturbance.
She then told the protesters that
she would address the issue of the
war later and that people in the
audien~e had no patience for the
scene they were creating.
After a few minutes of shouting
and struggling, security guards
managed to escort the protesters
from the building, and the crowd
cheered. Clinton continued to
speak for another 45 minutes, and
toward the end of her presentation
she gave her position on Iraq as she
promised.
" I do not believe there are quick
and easy solutions in Iraq," she
said. "I do not believe we should
have gone into Iraq before the
inspectors finished their work.... I
disagree with those who believe we
should immediately pull out, and I
disagree with those who believe we
should stay without end."
While Clinton's moderately leftleaning remarks did not completely
j ibe with the protesters' points of
view, they did create an atmosphere
conducive for a healthy debate
about the war. If anyone were to
speak out against Clinton's position, this would have been the time.
Unfortunately, the protesters lost
their chance to make a profound
statement. Clinton's position on the
war was not as drastic as the protesters led people to believe. Their
rhetoric would have been more
effective if it had been directed
toward a politician with more of a
"stay the course" mentality on Iraq
rather than Clinton's idea of compromise.
Along with being misdirected in

their criticism, the protesters were
also clearly in the wrong place at
the wrong time. After all, the audience members made it clear they
did not want to put up with the
hecklers:
Protests can be effective if executed correctly. If those involved
can present clear rea~ons why they
are speaking out and alternative
sol utions to the issues they are
challengi ng, they have the potential
to change minds. If they are organized and hold their demonstrations
in forums where the public can
respond to their ideas, they can gain
respect.
Prior to Clinton's speech,
William McNary, of grassroots
USAction and
organizations
Citizen Action/lllinois which both
promote public interest, talked passionately about the need for young
people to become politically active.
But politically active doesn't just
mean holding up signs with idealistic slogans and disrupting events;
politically active means campaigning, voting and taking part in
organized protests that can facilitate change.
"There are people that make
things happen; there are people that
let things happen; and there are
people that don't know what's happening," McNary said.
While not everyone is in a highprofile position to "make things
happ~n" like Congressman Murtha,
everyone is in a position to educate
himself or herself on important
issues and organize campaigns that
can convey a message through reason.
Because, in the words of
McNary, "I'm so sick of whiny
progressives."
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Announcements
Textbook Buyback
Make some money for the holidays. Textbook buyback begins Dec. 12 in the bookstore, 624 S.
Michigan Ave. Students who bring in textbooks and
their student lD can receive ·up to 50 percent of the
purchase price of the book. Buyback runs through
Dec. 17. The bookstore is open Monday through
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., and Friday and Saturday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information. call Chad

Nale at (312) 344-7588

Student Jam Showcase
The HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo Ave., will host the
Student Jam Showcase, Dec. 14 from 7:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m. The showcase will feature students from
the Music Department Student Jam Series and cover
styles from hip-hop to R&B. For more information.

call Gary Yerkin at, (312) 344-6110.

Notes Around the Margins
Midwest Photographers Project Artists Industry of
the Ordinary is celebrating the publication of its
newest book, Text Book: Notes Around the Margins,
Dec. 15 at the Museum of Contemporary
Photography, 600 S. Michigan Ave. The evening will
feature a discussion between participants in the project and <!II action orchestrated by Industry of the
Ordinary. For more information. call the Museum of

-jdanna@colum.edu

How can Columbia improve in the
upcoming semesters?

Contemporary Photography at (312) 663-5554.

Puppetry, Pageantry, Spectacle

"Lower tuition and make more days
available to take classes. "

"I didn't get to take any classes in my
major this .~emester. "

- Lor i G reenlee, junior,
television

-Kate Freund, freshma n,
graphic design

The Art and Design Department is once again offering the "Puppetry, Pageantry and the Art of Spectacle"
class during Spring Semester 2006. The class teaches
students how to create, build and decorate the many
puppets that make up "Spectacle Fortuna," the centerpiece of Columbia's Manifest, the school's annual celebration of student work. For more information. call

the Advising Center at, (312) 344-7645.

:fHE

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
"I don 't tlrin k I 've been here long enough
to j udge, but I'd like to meet some students
from other majors."

"Night clasul· are horrible. They are
not convenient for non-traditional
students."

--John Warburton, freshma n,
photogr aphy

- Nette Johnson, junior,
radio

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call :fhe Chronicle's news
desk at (312) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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Columbia adviser's song
recorded by Merle Haggard
Song is on musician's
latest album
By Cathleen Stanger
Staff Write r

Columbia adviser and alumnus
Bob Biinn and his wi fe were
strol ling down a street in 1983
when they passed a :esale store.
His wife spotted a brown fedont in
the window and poi nted it out to
Blinn. The hat looked o much like
a fedora his grandfather used to
wear and Blinn became inspired.
The song he wrote, after the
retai l shop experience, " I Still
Can't Say Goodbye," was a tribute
to his grandfather. Now it has been
recorded by country artists Chet
Atkins and Charles Landsborough,
and it was recently released on
Merle Haggard 's new album,
Chicago Wind.
" Every guy remembers when
he was a kid , trying on his dad 's
hat," B linn said . "Even women
identify with it. It 's pretty universal that you try to emulate
your parent s by the way they
dress and act."
Blinn explained that the song is
about a middle-aged man w ho
can' t sleep at night because he's
think ing about his father.
" He's look ing out the window
and everything appears the
same; the s treetl ights come on
and go o ff, the moon is still in
the sky, and he's th ink ing abo ut
his dad.'' Bl inn said. 'T he song
jumps to the present as he is
walking by the Salvation Army
store and he sees a brow n fedora .
It 's sy mbolic because it's li ke
the one his dad used to wear.

After all this time, he 's s till trying to be like his d ad ."
Although the song was actually
w rinen about Blinn 's grandfather,
he wrote the song as if look ing
back on his father. Blinn's father
passed away when he was very
young and his mother and grandparents raised him.
" I figured I would write the
song as if it were a fa ther because
it would probably appeal to more
people than if I wrote it about a
grandfather," Blinn said.
The song revives Bl inn 's memories of his grandfather, like playing outside together. cull ing down
the Christmas tree, and fi nding h is
grandfather 's brown fedora and
trying it on.
"ll was a real true song," Blinn

"He did a really good job.
It's kind of a sad song,
and it needs to be done
right to get the message
across."
- Bob Blinn,
C olumbia advisor a nd a lumnus
said. "All that stuff in the song happened."
After B linn fini shed writing the
song he sent it to a publisher in
Nashville. The publisher sent it to
guitaris t Chet Atkins, and on a
1986, Ci nemax TV tribute to
Atkins, the guitaris t perfo rmed
the song.
When Bli nn watched the T V
special, he recall s audie nce
me mbers cry ing w hile A tkins
perfo rmed the song.

"The last s hot is the drummer.
and a big tear rolls down h is
cheek," Blinn said.
artis t
Charles
British
Landsborough also recorded the
song in 2000. It was a major hit in
England , remain ing in the top 20
for 43 weeks.
Of the three versions of the
sor.g, Blinn said he likes
Haggard 's the best.
" He did a really good job.''
Bli nn said. " It 's kind of a sad
song. and it needs to be done right
to get the message across."
In an interview for a biograph y accompanying Chicago
Wind, Haggard said Blinn's so ng
" manifests the enduring pa in o f
[his] greatest tragedy- the death
of his father when Hag was nine
years o ld ."
Blinn credits his wife, Mary, as
inspiring him to write the song.
The day they saw the hat in the
store windo w sparked the idea.
" It kind of got me thinking,"
Bob Blinn said. 'Then during the
week it just hit me, so I sat down
and in like 45 minutes I wrote the
words and the music, and the
w hole thing was done."
Others have said that the song
bears a message that many can
relate to.
"T he song 's simpl ic ity and
imagery is what makes the song
so universal," said Mary Bl inn ,
assistant to the chair of
Co lumbia's Music Department.
For th e past co uple years .
B linn said he's been more
in volved in prod uc ing s hort
fil ms than writi ng songs. He's
worked on six or seve n, one o f
w hich was accep ted into both the

Erin Mash/The Chronicle

Columbia adviser and alumnus Bob Blinn w rote a song that is
featured on Country Music Artist Merle Haggard's new album,
'C hicago Wind.'
New York Internat ional Film
Fest ival , held M arch 2005, and
the Chicago International Film
Fest ival in October. wh ich was
ti tled Super 8. Blinn said that
he 's been w riting songs for more
than 20 years, but " I Still Can 't
Say G oodbye" was the firs t one
he had p ubl is hed. He has been at
Columbia for 15 years.
Pan ie Mackenzie, a teacher
and adv iser in the M arketing
Departm ent has worked w ith
Bl inn for three years, and the
two have become good friends.
"I love the song; it makes me
cry," Mackenzie said.
She also believes the song will
last a long time and continue to be
red iscovered.
''I th ink it 's going to keep
evolving," Mackenzie said. " It's
goi ng to have this amazing life. I

think d ifferent people are going
to be pick ing it up and using it
for different reasons. "
M ickey Leventha l, media relations d irector, said Blinn is one
of many advisers at Columbia
who have their own creative out lets.
" I think that obviously the faculty are all working professionals,
but I th ink the unsung heroes are
staff members that are working
artists in the ir o wn right,"
Leventhal said. "We th ink part of
the reason that some of these people are attracted to Columbia is
because there's a support for their
artistic life. There's a general
environment of creative ferment
that helps feed and encourage
their art."
- Additional reporting done by
Jess ica Pearce

Exhibit explores cocktail
party era through dresses
By Hayley Graham
Ca mpus News Editor

Amy Fricilone (right) and Cara Schillinger, both arts, entertainment and media management graduate students, put a cocktail
dress on display for the exhibit ' Shaken & Stirred : Dress and
Cultural History of the Cocktail Era' in Columbia's Conaway
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave .

Co lumbia g raduate students in
the A rts, Entertainmen t and
Media Management Department
spent the past semester developing an exhibit that explores the
cockta il party, its signific ance in
society during the 1950s and its
resurgence in the 1980s.
The exh ibit, " Shaken & Stirred:
Dress and Cultural History of the
Cocktai l Era," will launch on
Dec. 14 with a cocktail partystyle opening reception. It will
run through Jan. 4 in Colum bi a 's
Conaway Center, I I 04 S. Wabash
Ave . The opening reception of
"Shaken & Stirred" wi ll also d isplay orig inal cockta il d ress
designs by I 0 Columbia fash ion
majo rs, facu lty members and
local designers.
T he s tudents wh o pu t the
exh ibit together are a part or the
Vi s ual
Arts
Exh ibition
Management class. Creating the
exh ibit was the students' semester-long project.
" We've done a lot o f research
on the cultural history of the
cocktail party to see how these
dresses fi t into society during the
50s and the 80s and women's

roles.' ' said Amy Fric ilone, one of
the students who deve loped the
exhibit.
The exh ibit will fe ature a variety of sty les and designs. from the
quintessent ial "l ittle black d ress"
to a bullerscotch velvet dress , that
will be displayed in the four glass
cases at the Conaway Center. All

"Although it seems like
it 's light and fun and
social, it's important
because it is an aspect
of women 's history and
social history."
- My iesh a Go rd on,
1>articipant in 'Shaken &
Stirred '
o r the d resses arc
from
Co lu mbia 's
Fash io n
Study
Collection, wh ic h has an array o f
cloth ing from various periods and

cultures that students can use as
an educatio nal resource. Dresses
by two well -known C hicago
designers, Tirfani Kim and Mark
llcistcr, will also be on d isplay.
"A lthough it seems like it 's
light and fun and so cial , it 's
impo rtant because it is an aspect
of women's his to ry and social

history," said Myiesha Gordon.
another student w ho helped create
the exhibit. " It 's academ ic. bu t it
will also be entertaining."
"Shaken & Stirred" explores
the parallels between the styles o f
cocktail d resses and wo men's
ro les in society. Gordon said that
d uring the 1950s when women
were typicall y housewi ves and
mothers, the ir cocktai l d resses
were very fe minine and preny.
During its revival in the 1980s.
when women were gaining more

power, their dress sty les became
more excess ive wit h vibra nt colo rs and big s houlders.
"Women arc told to look perfect in society's expectations of
gender
roles.''
said
Ca ra
Schill inger, a graduate stude nt
who helped deve lop the exh ibit.
Schilli nger said those who
helped decided to exami ne the
cocktail party era o f the 1950s
and th~ 19SOs because of the similar economic booms of those
decades. 1l1e opening reception uj
'Shaken & Stirr<'cl' IS Jm m 6 p m
to 8 p.m. un Dec f.!. m the
Conl\'ay C<
' nter 110-1 S lll•ha.,·h
Al'e. Th e exhibit is free and open
to 1he p ublic, and guexts are
encouraged to H'Cflr cocktail
attire
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Composition 3 Recital
3:00PM

Advanced Composition Recita l
7:00PM

i

·5

Wedr.e:-<lay December 14
Compositlon 1B Recital
12:30 PM:
i

Musical Theatre Workshop II
3:00PM

Gospel C hoir
8:00PM

Thursday December 15
New Music Ensemble
3:30PM

Singing On Stage
7:00PM

Friday December 16
MIDI Recital
3: 00PM

Saturday December 17
International Contemporary Ensemble in Concert
8:00PM

Congratulations. you 're nearly a
Columbia alumnus! Be sure to keep
c hecking the website
www.colum.edu/alumnl
for more information!
Good luck ou t there!
Best w ishes.
A lumni Re lations

Columbia

(3

COLLIII

CHIC AIO
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Columbia

COLLEGE

CHICAGO I C

Columbia Bookstore
624 S. Michigan· ph:312/427-4860 • efollett.com

r!iollett~com
'

;

bookstore network

*Current market value applies.
**See store for details.
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NEW!

columbia college chicago

president's club
sc holarship

Recognizing exceptional promise in
the arts, media and communications

$10,000.00 AWARD!
THE PRESIDENT'S CLUB SCHOLARSHIP
WAS DESIGNED TO ASSIST EXC EPTIO NAL
STUDENT S COMPLETE THEIR DEGREES

WHO CAN APPLY?
Outstanding full-time students who will have earned
60-72 credit hours by the end of the Spring. 2006 semester: have demonstrated financial need, and have

AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO.

a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or higher.
HOW MANY AWARDS ARE AVAILABLE?
Up to ten (10) awards will be announced this Spring!

HOW ARE THE AWARDS DISTRIBUTED?
Each $10.000 scholarship is distributed as follows:
$2 .500 awarded in Fall 2006; $2500 awarded in
Spring 2007; $2500 awarded in Fall 2007; $2500
awarded in Spring 2008
DEADLINE: April 3. 2006

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAI LABLE FOR THIS PRESTIGIOUS OPPORTUNITY AT WWW.COLUM.EOU/ SCHOLARSHIPS

Columbia~
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

PR~SIDENT'S

... ./ --:;>
CLUB /
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Time for repair up in the air at dorms
By Rashauna C. Hulll
First Year Contributor

iI
Construction workers •Nork on the fa\.Clde of the University
Center dormitory, 525 S. State St. Residents of the dorm
say they are happy with the response of UCC staff to th eir
complaints. Students in other dorms; however, are n ot as
pleased with the condition of their facilities .

Columbia students are reporting
inconsistencies in the maintenance
of student housing, with some
donns receiving top-notch service
while others wait to receive any
service at all.
Some students living in on-campus housing at Columbia have gone
two weeks this fall with no lights,
broken blinds, leaking dishwashers
and clogged bathtubs. Others have
had
maintenance
problems
addressed almost immediately. The
difference appears to stem from
who's managing the building.
The
new,
state-of-the-art
University Center of Chicago,
which opened in fall 2004, houses
Roosevelt, DePaul and Columbia
students and is managed by U. S.
Equities. Residents say maintenance problems are taken care of
efficiently in the building.
Before residents even make
maintenance requests, University
Center staff periodically stop by to
fi x problems in the donn, according
to freshman journalism major
Nastasha Prunty.
"The maintenance staff would
post flyers on residents' doors to
infonn them when they would
come," Prunty said.
University Center residents are
not the only ones satisfied with how
maintenance issues are addressed.
"Maintenance responds to our
complaints in a day," said Jessie
Rivera, a freshman journalism
major who resides in the 18 E.
Congress Parkway donns.

In contrast, residents of other
donns reported problems in their
apartments and rooms within the
first weeks of moving in. But some
of these issues have yet to be
addressed.
'"I had put in a report about my
missing towel rack about two weeks
after I moved in," said Tracie Evans,
a sophomore film major who lives
at 2 E. 8th St. "'It has still not been
replaced."
More than 700 students from
Columbia and Robert Morris
College live in the 2 E. 8th building,
and they are served by four maintenance workers at any one time,
according to staff with the building's
management
company,
College Park Communities. The
workers have specific duties. meaning they aren't always able to
accommodate the students on
demand.
This issue is also relevant in 731
S. Plymouth Court, which houses
more than 340 Columbia students
and is managed by Columbia.
Kelli Collins, associate director
for Residence Life at Columbia,
said it is inevitable that some maintenance requests would not be
addressed immediately.
"When you have 340 college students living in one building, you are
bound to have five clogged toilets or
five leaking sinks all at one time,"
she said. "Students need to be considerate of the fact that we can not
address every student's needs in the
time they that want them to."
Unlike the Plymouth Court and 2
E. 8th properties, which house hun-

dreds of students apiece, the
Congress facility houses only about
110.
" I think it is easier for maintenance to address any of our problems [at 18 E. CongressJ because
there are not as many students living
here," Rivera said.
But the larger issue is simply how
the donns are managed, according
to other students.
Rosanna Nicodemo is a junior
fashion major who has lived in both
the University Center and 2 E. 8th
building. She has noticed the difference in maintenance. "'The UCC is
much newer and in bener shape
than the other housing facilities, and
because of that there are not as
many problems in the UCC,"
Nicodemo said.
Students at the UCC also pay the
most in comparison with the other
housing facilities. A two-bedroom,
four-person apartment in the
Plymouth and Congress buildings
costs $7,442 a student for each
semester compared with $7.980 at 2
E. 8th, and between $8,530 and
$8,960 at the UCC.
Others point out that students
may not be taking care of all of the
buildings the same way.
For example, s tudents have
drawn graffiti on the walls of 2 E.
8th. Incidents such as these take
away from the time needed to repair
other, unintentional damage within
the housing facilities, Collins said.
"Students need to take more
respons ibility for their actions," she
said.

Success in career requires both
diploma, experience in field
By .Andrew R. Steckelman~
First Year Contributor

Elia Emhorn was a Columbia
student when he fo unded his
band, the Scotland Yard Gospel
Choir, with Matt Kerstein in
200 I. Einhorn, w hile majoring
in music performance, took
classes in classical, jazz and
rock fusion g uitar, classical and
pop piano, songwriting, electric
hass, drums, marketing, sound
engin~edng and music law.
He, like many other students
at Columbia, was prepared to
enter h is fie ld in a different way
than other musicians o ut there
"[Columbia] built me up from
almost nothing to having professional skills by the time I
graduated," Einhorn said.
Even so, Einhorn said he had
to figure out on h is own how to
make his education productive.
" If I didn't decide to go outside the performance track [of
marketing and music law] I
wouldn't l_,e aware.'' he said .
"[But]
one
thi r.g
about
Columbia is they'~e extreme ly
disorgar.izcd and you have to
take it upon yourself to navigate
the system . [If you] take
reso urces they provi de and
combine it with your own
savvy, it works."
Einhorn 's savvy paid off, and
now he is in a successful band.
Scotland Yard Gospt>l Choir has
been ranked number 75 on the
College Music Journal 200, a
chart of the most popular music
in college radio. They've had

write-ups in the pres tigious
music magazines Billboard and
Creem, Chicago stations QI 0 I
and WXRT 9J . l FM have
played their songs, and they' ve
perfonned alongside many s uccessful band s, including the
Violent Femmes, The Wa lkmen,
Arcade Fire, and Tegan and
Sara.
Einr crn's views are similar to
those of other artists who
a:tended Co lumbia . Some say
the schoo l helped provide key
knowledge, but to make it in
their field, they had to rely on
the1r own deci sion-making, creativity and hard work.
Alvin Lau, a junior poetry
major at Columbia, believes
that students have to put in a lot
of thei r own work to complement Columbia's services and
find success as artists. He 's
been able to combine his marketing skills, hts performance
talent and Columbia's resources
to advance in his field. Lau
pt •.:ses
the
facult y
in
Columbia's Poetry Department ,
and said they' re wi lling to
spend quality time with students. But the education, he
said, is ultimately as much as a
student makes it.
Lau 's ability to break into the
industry is as much about his
work ethic and opportunities set
up by his agent as it is about his
education.
Columbia can be expensive
for many self-supporting students . Lau, who will be visiting
New York next year to perform

o n HBO's Def Poetry Jam, is
worried about money now as
well as after graduation.
"HBO is one of the highest
paying gigs, but [they] make
you cut your poem down from
three or fou r minutes to two,"
he said. "Some artists are
unwilling because it requires a
lot of s huffling and poss ible
sac rifice of integri ty. Most
poets get (a master's degree] to
teach as a backup plan."
Charlie Fromm has been able
to test his Columbi a education
at internships. Fromm, a junior,
began as a design major before
switch ing to photography.
"The photography program is
great," he said. "The teachers
are firs t-rate working pro fessionals wit h invaluable advice ."
His expectations were met
more often than not. Fromm
said h is teachers have given him
the tools to make h is vision happen.
While he loves taking pictu res, Fromm also has inclinations to follow other, more
fi nancially rewarding purs ui ts.
Fromm did his first internship
at Fader magazine as a member
of its street team and was mostly involved with behind- thescenes grunt work.
The experience at Fader
helped Fromm get a job at Push,
a now-closed skateboard shop, to
do promotions, event p lanning,
project work and marketing.
Fromm met a lot of people at
Push who became part of a network that he still works within.

Ian Hilde bra nd , a freshman photography major, listens to h is
iPod between c lasses in the Underg round Cafe in the
Alexandroff Campus Building, 600 S. Michigan Ave.

Don't tune out safety
By Allison Riggio
First Year Contributor

Columbia student Annie Erb
listens to her headphones on her
way to work every day. She said
she li stens to music to pass the
time during her nearly 30minute commute.
Erb is part of Chicago's evergrowing population o f headphone-wearing pedestrians and
citizens . Whether walking, riding or doing any number of
other
activities,
these
Chicagoans tune out the world
and tune in to thei r favorite
mus ic.
But safety experts say there
may be hazards to headphonewear ing. Columbia's Security
O perations Manager, Aimee
Hardwrick, said that any such
distractions may leave students
at risk while walking around
campus.

""It sends a message that
you ' re not paying attention.
thereby visually making you an
easier target," Hardwrick said .
Though the Chicago Police
Department hasn' t documented
any criminal incidents involving
headphones,
Sgt.
Eugene
Mullins,
a
department
spokesman. said that kind of
detail isn 't likely to be included
in a police report. Even if something had happened, there may
be no paper trail.
Accord ing to the website
Citizen !CAM , a searchabl e
database of reported crimes in
Chicago, there were six assault s
in the I s t Chicago Police
Distric t between Nov. I and
Nov. 14. The I st District covers
the South Loop and includes the
Columbia campus.
Students have mixed feelings

See Safety. Page 10
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Ross:
Columbia to
stay focused on
fundraising
Continued from Front Page
be attributed to the increase in the
number o f vice presidents at
Columbia and the number o f
employees in the Institutional
Advancement Office; the increase
in travel expenses is due to
Columbia's method of raising
funds.
''There has been a much greater
emphasis since Sam Ross has been
in office on cultivation-cultivation of alumni, cultivatit>n of
friends--and to do that requires a
bit more travel," DeSalle said.
With Ross' recent departure,
some fundrai si ng experts are questioning whether Columbia can
achieve its ambiti ous financial
goals.
When Ross a~sumed his position
at Columbia, hi s goal was to
increase annual giving by holding
events that would attract the attention of people and institutions from
outside the college. and then to culti vate those potential donors.
TI1e Conversat ions in the Arts
series, which began in fall 2004, is
an example of this approach.
Columbia pays to bring celebrities
like Julie Andrews and Mary Tyler
Moore to cam pus and invites
potential donors to the event in
hopes that they will take an interest
in Columbia and make monetary
contributions. The next event, with
actor James Earl Jones, will be held
in Febnmry.
The Office of Institutional
Advancement will continue to hold

these events for the remainder o f
the school year, acCO<ding to M icki
Leventhal, director of media relations at Columbia
" I don't know what will happen
with that after this year," Leventhal
said. " [But] there is no planned
change in direction in terms of
development strategies."
While the college searches for a
new person to head the office, Eric
Winston, retired former vice president of institutional advancement
at Wilberforce University in O hio,
will take over Ross' former position.
Winston was not available for
comment.
Before Ross came to Columbia,
Woodie White, who is currently the
vice president for Midwest operations for the United Negro College
Fund, headed the Office o f
Institutional Advancement. When
he resigned in 200 I , it took the college a year before it settled on a
permanent replacement, White
said.
White said that with Ross' departure, Columbia is in no position to
accomplish the fundraising goals 1t
has s~t. Along with reducing the
school's dependency on tuitionwhich accounted for 90 percent of
Columbia 's revenue for fiscal year
2004-the Office of Institutional
Advancement has also been working to raise money for the college's
first comprehensive campaign.
During a student media briefing
on Dec. I , Columbia president
Warrick L. Carter said the college
aims to raise about $ 110 million in
the campaign.
"Not many universities or colleges s ucceed in the way Columbia
wants to succeed." White said. "It's
a rarified group of institutions [the
college] wishes to join."
White said that Columbia's repu-

tation is growing and will eventually reach a point where enough
donors rake interest and it can raise
that money. bur college officials are
promoting Columbia in the wrong
manner.
Events like Conversations in the
Arts don't promote Columbia's
educational programs, White said.
He explained that potential donors
need to recognize Columbia for
what it accomplishes as a media
arts institution.
" It 's not a bad idea to have Julie
Andrews come, bur what does Julie
Andrews have to do with
(Columbia's mission]?" White
said.
Leventhal said Columbia will
continue with Ross· plans to raise
money. If a school 's president and
trustees are committed to a comprehensive campaign and the team
work ing to raise money is wellestablished, a college should be
able to succeed in its fundraising
objectives despite the loss of the
campaign 's leader, said Rae
Goldsmith, vice president for communications and marketing at the
Counc il for Advancement and
Support of Education, a nonprofit
organization that promotes philanthropy to enhance learning.
Goldsmith also said in order for
the college to move forward it
needs to stay focused on the campaign and have good relationships
with donors. Typically, the worstcase scenario is a campaign, w hich
can take up to about seven years,
could be delayed a year.
"One important thing to know is
that turnover in fundraising positions on campuses is very high,"
Goldsmith said. "There 's great
competition of fundraisers."
When Ross was hired two years
ago, the Office of Institutional
Advancement underwent several

controversial personnel chmges,
but Goldsmith said two yean is
sufficient time for the team to
become familiar with the campaign.
In 2003. Ross asked staff members to reapply for their jobs. and
some were let go. The next month.
the college hired four new employees to the office. Three of them previous ly worked at St. Bonaventure
University in New York. the same
institution where Ross was formerly vice president of advancement.
There, Ross' duties were similar
to those he had at Columbia. In his
two years at St. Bonaventure, from
2001 to 2003, the amount that university spent on fundraising efforts
increased from $2.7 million to S3.8
million, according to Federal 990
58.000.000

~
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1
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obtained
from
conllibutions
from
non-government
sources remained almost ~
increasing from $8.1 million to
S8.4million.
Leventhal said that while
Columbia's Office of Institutional
Advancement experienced a shakeup when Ross arrived. the current
staff is not concerned about a similar situation now that he is gone.
" I don't know what people talk
about at home with the family, but
there's no general concern or paranpia," she said.
The Chronicle attempted to contact several members of the
Institutional Advancement staff,
but they directed questions to
Leventhal.
~.

Amount of direct public support
brought in by Columbia

$3,439,629 $5,350,557 $7,34 1,192 $3,888,362
Nate: does not include~~ grants

Josh Covarrubias/ The Chronicle

Source: Federal 990 tax forms.
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BOOKStliE Cit·Y

University Center Building I 545 S. State St. I 312.291.1111
Weekdays 10- 6 Saturday 11-6

We buy books every day. You heard it.
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First year students tnostly satisfied
By Bethel Swift
First Year Contributor

MeSun Ba rnett, a freshman film
major.
Fiim and video major Azania
As they w rap up thl!ir fi rst Jarvis agreed.
semester, most Columbia freshmen
" It is too good to be true.
are pleased with the school, Everyone is so s upportive a nd
e ngaged in campus events a nd approacha ble," she said.
planning to return for another te rm,
Time spent commuting was one
according to a C hronicle survey of o f the stude nts' biggest commore than 100 fi rst-year stude nts.
plaints , a long with cost of attenThe Chronicle ta lked to 93 fresh- da nce and organization on the
men and nine transfers enrolled in administrative level. Students
req•Jired New M illennium Studies: were divided on coursework and
First Year Seminar courses. Most orientation.
students indicated they were happy
" Books are way too much
with their fi rst tenn ac Columbia. money; so is the cost to (li ve in the]
The averag~ ~atisfaction rating donn[ s] on campus." said Christina
among the surveyed students was Newbauer, a freshman majoring in
4 . 1 on a seal~ of I to 5, with 5 being public relations. "I spent almost
the highest.
$400 [my] first semester on
Ninety of the ~tudents, or 89 per- books."
cent, said they would continue at
Newbauer said she usually
Columbia. Just seven students, or 8 spends at least an hour each way on
percent, indicated they would not her commute from her horne in
return, while three, or about 3 per- Lockport, south of Chicago. The
cent, were und~cided .
cost of Col umbia's dorms is keepAccording to the survey, students ing her from living in the c ity, she
were most pleased with their class- said.
mates and Columbia's downtown
In spite of the distance issue for
commuters, a majority of the stulocation.
" I love being in downtown dents surveyed said they have gotC hicago," said Ali Kangas, a fresh- ten involved in Columbia 's socia l
man majoring in fashion/retail scene. About 20 percent of the stumanagement. ''There are so many dents s urveyed said they were
opportunities for the future."
involved in at least one student club
Kangas said the school does have or organization at Columbia, and
some drawbacks, though. She said about 72 percent said they had
she wishes there were athletics at attended an on-campus event this
Columbia, and added, "It's kind of semester.
hard to meet people when you
Newbauer said she loved
commute."
Col umbia's convocation and wishStill, the survey showed that 95 es the school would have more
percent of those new students sur- school-wide events li ke it.
veyed were not having trouble
" ! bved the costumes, the free
stuff and the overall idea of the
making friends at Columba.
"I didn't expect to find really creepy circus [theme]," she said.
close friends so fast here," said
While extracurricula r activities

are s ignifi cant, students a lso
answered questions about how they
were adj usting to their classes at
Columbia
"Classes are a touch longer than
I am used to," said Gurther
Shabady, a freshman audio arts and
acoustics major.
Lily Xue, a fashion design major
who transferred to Columbia this
fa ll, agrees:
"The once-a-week classes are
long," she said.
Latham Williams, a film and
video major, said he hasn't learned
a lot of new material in his classes
at Columbia.
"[I'm] not too impressed, considering how much I'm paying,"
added Marie Heilich, a freshman
who won't be returning to
Columbia.
Gissela Faggi, also a film and
video major, disagreed. She said

she was surprised at the intensity of
her core classes.
" I spend my entire weeke nd
doing homework," she said.
A number of students were displeased with class availabi lity.
Heather Barry, a transfer student
majoring in photography, said she
was disappointed to find out that
classes she had seen in an older
course catalog are no longer
offered.
Sixty-five percent of the students
surveyed said their teachers were
very supportive and avai lable, and
another 34 percent said their teachers were at least somewhat available and supportive. Only one
respondent said the teachers at
Columbia were not available or
supportive at all.
"So far, I like Columbia," said
Katie Faltus, a freshman majoring
in theater.

attended an

on-campus event

isaiiid.,teawe<;;e"-~pportive

RETURNING STUDENTS
Those who registered early and
had U-Pass the prior semest er,
should h ave their pre-printed
U-Pass available for pick-up
during distribution. Check for
your pre-printed U-Pass in the
rear of t he Hokin Annex on the
first floor of the 623 S. Wabash
Avenue bui lding.

G!J
take it."

10:00 am to 6:00 pm
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
10:30 am to 6:30 pm
10:30am to 6:30 pm
10:30 am to 6:30 pm
10:30 am to 6:30 pm
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
10:00 am to 6:00pm

DO NOT USE YOUR U · PASS PRIOR TO
THE ACTIVATION DATE. IT WILL BE
CAPTURED AND YOUR REPLACEMENT
FEE WILL BE $35.

Direct U-Pass inquries to:
The Student Activities Office
623 S. Wabash Avenue, Su ite 313
Pho ne: 312.344.7459
Fax: 3 12.344.8406
E-m ail: dwittberger@co lum.edu

Continued from Front Page
is a percentage of the loan 's principle balance . However, the
impact on individual students
would be minimal. Students
would have to pay an extraS 10 to
S I 5, according to Waters.
T he typical freshman Stafford
loan is $2,625 and ri ght now students pay a I .5 percent origination fee , which comes to $40. If
the legislation is passed into law,
the origination fee will be raised
to 2.5 percent , according to
Waters, increasing the fee on a
$2,625 loan to 565.
"Just because it doesn't impact
people individually doesn't mean
you shouldn't express your
unhapp iness w ith it, because it
does represent a cut in funding for
students," Waters said .
Molly Massell, a junior illustration major, thinks it would be
harsh to cut student loans to
lower the federal deficit.
"I'm depending on loans, and
I'm going to have to pay them
back," Massell said. " It they were
cut I wouldn' t have the money to
pay for school."
If the budget bill is passed it
wi ll be the largest c ut to federal
student aid in history.
"I find it ironic that the government, as of late. has been looking
for ways to cut the budget." said
Adam Pluth. a junior graphic
design major. " Instead of. you
place and spending money like
oil tycoons."

DISTRIBUTION DATES AND TIMES

01/19
01 /20
01/23
01/24
01/25
01/26
01/30
01/31

Possible loan
cuts would be
largest in history

know. not starting wars in the first

U-Pass pick-up rm
NEW STUDENTS
During on-campus distribution,
new students should go directly
to 623 S. Wabash Avenue. , Room
311 to aquire a new U-Pass. Bring
your student ID and schedule to
verify your full -time student
statu s. You will have your photo
t aken and receive your U-Pass
on-site.
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Safety:

EXhibit.collaborates poetry,
design for creative typography
By Cathleen Stanger
Staff Writer
The exhibit "Word" focuses on
poetry and graphic design illustrations using typography and runs
unti l Dec. 14 in the Hokin Gallery
of Columbia's Wabash building,
623 S. Wabash Ave.
The show is a collaboration
between classes from the Art and
Design and Poetry departments at

Columbia. The classes involved
included David Trinidad's poetry
workshops and to Marlene
Lipinski's Type is Image class.
"Word" is new to Columbia,
but is simi lar to an exhibit that
Columbia held a couple years
ago.. ca.lled · "Typewriter." Both
exhibits concentrated on words
and the images they can portray.
According to Nancy Julson,

Mauricio Rubio/The Chronicle

A Columbia student looks at pieces on dispii!Y in the 'Word'
exhibit in Columbia's Hokin Gallery, 623 S. ~b~sh Ave . .

exhibition manager at the Hokin
Gallery, the show was a collaborative effort on the part of the CSpaces staff. The idea was developed with the help of the instructors and students who took part in
the show.
Neysa Page-Lieberman, assistant
director of C-Spaces, said "Word"
was created to represent underserved departments.
"It's really easy to show paintings, photography and sculptures,"
Page-Lieberman said. "But classes
like illustration and poetry, it's
much more difficult to feature
those in an exhibit."
The exhibit is a !,'TOUp effort that
began with graduate students in a
poetry class writing poems for the
show. The poems were then typed
and creatively laid out by the
design class.
Graduate
student
Jamie
Kazay's poetry is featured in the
exhibit. She said her poem "The
88th Room" is a metaphor about
marriage and the wedding night.
Kazay had orig inally written the
poem
before
coming
to
Columbia . It 's the firs t time
she's had her work shown in an
exhibit , and she said s he is
thrilled with the results.
"It's amazing to see my work
affect someone," Kazay said.
She is also impressed with the
collaborative effort ofthe'art and
design classes that designed the
format of the poetrY: She had not
yet met the person who designed
and formatted her poem and presented it to be shown. but she is
itljpressed with the outcome.

CHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
~~--'"' t>.JL ~)or\
• Academ 1c Excellence Award !Deadline: March t. 2006}
Albert we 1sman ScholarShip (Deadline: January 17 . 2006}
Alumr' ScholarshiP !Deadline: April 14, 2006}
Bob Enr~e\to Scholarshi p/Semester in L.A. (Deadtme: March 1 5. 2006}
Oa"~ P •Jtlll Scho1a:sh1p (Deadline: March 15. 2006}

about when they should wear
headphones. Erb said that she
only wears hers in public while
riding the subway. She said that
she feels safer there because she
is stationed in one spot where
she is able to see everyone
around her. But whenever Erb is
walking around on the street, she
turns her mus ic off.
" If someone is walking behind
me, I'm paranoid," Erb said.
Columbia student Freddy
Zavala is just the opposite. He
said he listens to his headphones
nearly every day as he walks
from street to street on campus.
"Once I step out of my house
to come to school, I just put them
on right away," Zavala said.
Jackie Olson, a 21-year-old
journalism major, listens to her
headphones regularly as she
walks around campus. Strangers
are less like Iy to bother li<;r when
she's w~aJing hc;adphones, she
said, so she _s'oln'd~~;l!u.ts them

on simply to avoid being
harassed. At times, she doesn't
even tum the music on. She said
that either way, she has minimal
fears of something happening to
her while she wears her headphones.
"The thing that most concerns
me is traffic," Olson said. "I
always triple check."
Olson, Erb and Zavala all said
it was unlikely they would stop
wearing their headphones in
pub! ic, even if they heard of an
incident taking place.
Hardwrick said there were no
recently reported instances on
campus rel ated to headphone
wearing, but noted that the risks
are definitely present.
"One of the dangers involved
in this type of behavior is that it
limits response time," Hardwrick
said. " If someone w ith bad intentions walked upon a student, the
student would not be aware until
the very last minute."
Hardwrick said that Columbia
officials warn new student s
about using devices that may
impair any of their senses, like
headphones, cell phones or even
hats or hoods that may block
vi sion. She suggests that volume
levels on portable musical
devices should not be so high
that listeners can't hear their surroundings.

"The words 'see;n to' ~~r~ life
oftheff.tlwn," Kazay5aid..
Twenty poems 'Were view~ and
critiqued upon entry into th~·show,
but only 12 were chosen aud>,featured in the exhibit.
>;:q.
A group effort chose wha"t"artwork wou ld appear in the exhibit. Jul~on and Lipinsk i went into
the d'ssFs that contributed poetry a~tj i·r1u strati ons and cri~qued

the work. The process of making
decisions, such as which illustrations to enlarge and how the artwork should be laid out on the
walls. fell on the curator,
Jonathan Gitelson.
"It was a lot more responsibility
than it usually is to curate, because
not only did Jon have to decide the
poem. hut also the illustrations,"
Julson said.

Wearing headphones can be a
safety risk
Continued from Page 7

'ri <;;Vt COLUM.E~UJSCHOLARSHIPS

Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 1 , 2006}
Hillat y Kalish Scholarship (Deadline : April 3 . 2006}
John Mutbach Scholatship/ Designet-ln-Residence (Deadline: April 14 , 2006)
Ptesident's Club Scholatshlp (Deadline: Aptll 30 . 2006)
Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline : Match 15, 2006)

Helen Fong Dare ScholarshiP (Deadline: Mar ch 2006}

u~~s~t_.-s-~\> s
ART & DESIGN
• Pouf.i~'IS Fine Arts Award (Deadline : April 2006)
• Prec 1o"s Lashley Fashion Scholatship (Deadline: Spring 2006)

ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA MANAGEMENT

JOURNALISM
• John Fischetti Scholarship (Deadline: March 10, 2006)
• lt v Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION
• The Patricia McCatty Scholarship Fund (Deadline: March 17 , 2006)

• The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline : Aptlt 28. 2006)
• Precious Lashley Fashion Scholatshtp (Deadline: Sprlnl 2006)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline : December 16, 200!1}

MUSIC

AIL • ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Michael FryLinwtcz Schotnrshlp (DMdlino : June 1, 2006)

• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline: April 20011)

DANCE

RADIO

• Fotell Foundation Schoturahtp (Oendllno: Match 31 . 2006)

• ltv Kupclnet Media Arts Scholarship (March 1. 20011)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

TELEVISION

• Joan and Irving Hntrl l Schotar8hlp (Deadline: Aptll 14, 20011)

• AI Lira Scholarahlp (D. .dllnt: March 1 , 20<>e)
• Thaine Lyman Scholarahlp (Deadline : March 1. 2006)
• trv Kupctnet Media Arta Schotarahlp (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

FICTION WRITING
Jotln Schultz and Detty Shiflett Stoty WorklhOJI Scholnrahtp
(O. .dllnll: 8prlnl 2008 }
Sylvia McNair Travel Stoty Scholarship (Oeodline: Sptlnl 2008)

• Music Department Scholarship (Deadline: February 15, 2006)

THIATIR
llttty Oartttt Mullcal Theater Scholtrlhlp FUnd (Deadline: April 14, 20<>e)
• David Ttlbot Cox Scholarthlp FUnd (Deadllna: Allfll 14 • :IO<>e)
,r11nmtn Achievement Award (Deadline: Apfll 14, 20<>e)
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Banned like
yer mom!
I.ast we~k. city aldermen fi nally passed
the long-debated ban of smo king in
restaurants and bars. I think that's j ust
bri lliant. I fondl:v remember a night in the
recently smoke-free New York City in
which I stood inside a nice, cozy bar.
pointing and laughing at the smokers
huddled outside like a bunch of highschool kids sneaking c igs behind the
gym.
"Take your cancer elsewhere!" I said, as
I high-lived the bartender, and we all raised

This is no
modern
romance
I, like most college students, have
developed a fairly regular morning routi~e I force myself out of bed, brush my
teeth ar.tl do my morning Web searching.
The other mnrning was no d1fferen1, until
I got to my fnend Tmh 's blog, and I
t.eca1r.~ so con.~umcd m the top1c that I
tnought o! nothmg else all morning - 1
even forgut to check Gapers Ulock.
Her b!o g was titled " A tale of
rom~nce" and mcntumrd a RedStreak
article announcing that many womer.
wete becommg less cag<:r to t1c the knot
and have lclds of k1ds Wh1le the art1cle ,
like many that have been popping up
lately, covered the same old stuff (women
wanting careers, women he1ng liberated
hy "Sex and the C11y," women happy
Wllh being 1:ngle), her nlog (jlleSIUI'Ie<;
whether th1s lngrc '""' ·•II ••ccurale, and ,
'lUIIe frankly, I dul ,,. w<·ll
While there ''· norlunv, wrong w11h
w:rnlln~ to v,el rn:•rr~•:d "'"'have duldrcn,

~
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our glasses to our healthy. pink
lungs.
Now. j ust imagi ne, if a
smoking ban is this awesome.
how awesome would other
bans be? I can think of a million things I'd like to see
banned in the city.
What abo ut Southerners?
I'm s1ck and tired of their
accents and NASCA R hats.
They have no idea ho"r to
drive in snow, and their deepfried, syrup-smothered food
certainly isn 't good for public
health. C logged a11eries have
killed just as many people as
lung cancer, I'd wager. Get rid
of'em.
Next up: headphones. I totally hate it
when a fly girl is sitting on the train, reading a book with headphones on. I'll be
totaily be hollering at her, trying to get
her attention, and she totally can't hear
me because of those headphones. Plus, I
think I read something once that said
headphones are really bad for your hearing. It's science: th ey'r~ damaging the
well being of the Chicago public . Get
them out of here.
O h, and what about Pop-Tarts without

frosting? Seriously, I don 't know
anyone who would intentionally
purchase those lame excuse.s for
toaster pastries. They're bas1cally cardboard! And yet, I can think of multiple
instances of poor students spending their
last dimes on a package of pop-tarts !Tom
a vending machine, only to be devastated
when they realize they bought the frosting-free variety. If they were banned,
then we wouldn't even have to thrnk
before buying pop-tarts. I mean, basically every flavor is good, as long as the
frosting is there. Aldermen: Get out your
ban-hammers and clean up the Pop-Tart
population.
And don't even get me started on the
Internet. Now, I know it's a good source
for porn and information, but I'm convinced that it's encouraging Chicagoans
to spend even more time sitting on their
bloated butts. This city needs some exercise, and I think the Internet is responsible for holding it back. If we could only
ban it, I guarantee we'd be the fittest city
in the country.
Basically, bans are the answer to everything. Why didn't we think of it before?
It's so simple. If something is hurting us,
ban it. We' ll be living in a utopian society befo re we know it.

women should not be faced
with the dilemma of career
versus relationship. And the
more investigating I did on the
subject, the more I realized
that there was absolutely nothing liberating about the
RedStreak article. Women
aren't so much happy to be
single and focu sed 'ln their
careers as they are forced to be
single because they are
focused on their careers. Men
don 't want a woman to pay
attention to her fi~ances, her
next promotion, or gett ing her
master's deg ree- they want
WfJmen to pay attention to
them.
"When a woman needs you
for money, it 's less hkel y
they ' ll leave you !ugh and
dry," a male friend of mine
recently confessed . " When a
woman is smarter and more
financially independent than a man, the
man feels inadequate."
Oh, poor baby. We wouldn't want you
feeling madequate, would we? That's our
JOb, n ght'!
Wrong.
The more I thought about it, the angrier I became, and I realized that it's no
wonder women embrace "Desperate
Housewives," or that three girls I graduated with from my all-girls co llege prep
hig!1 sch,ICII dropped out of college and
got marned. They figure they have to
~house: They can either gel marned and
have k1ds or work and be alone fi1r the
rc~l of thc11 lives . Neither of those
options sounds at all appealing In me.
When I deculed I would chalk up all
th" talk nf rnarnagc versus career In the
Carne llrad~ haw~ of the worltl women
wfw nrc uldcr and dcullll!f, w11h cntu cly
dlllcrenl •~sue~ thun me 11ntl IllYIWCr> I
reah ~cd that I was Jll ~l liS 11111~h 11 \'11'11111

of the men not wanting a smart, independent woman as the next girl.
A guy I dated briefly over the summer
made it abundantly clear that men like
this exist--even at Columbia. "I don't
care if my wife takes my last name or
not," he said, "But my kids are having my

Love us or hate us...

W•/ d lovrJ to hoar from you. I low lo c onloc1 lhu WOfd:

name...

''My" kids? Was he serious? I couldn't
h3ve been more turned off. While I have
often dreamed of a successful writing
career, a cute, vmtage apartment on the
Lower East Side of Manhattan and a man
who respected me and shared my values--quite possibly the 2005 version of a
white picket fence-! realized that I had
no clue about men, and most men had no
clue about me.
No, not all men swear off an educated
woman. and not all women long to marry
a rich man and dabble in baking for the
rest of their loves, but it's strikingly obvious that many women have fallen off the
feminist boat and have disregarded the
1960s liberation that once made us fee l
so free. I recently attended a wedding
with my friend Adam only to have this
theory proven further. His friend since
grade school, Carissa, was marrying her
boyfriend of two years. o~spite her great
job, her entire family living in Chicago
and MBA from DePaul, she was moving
to Seatt le the followi ng week because
"Paul likes it there, nnd he got a job."
Whose litull is this? Is it the men for
refusing to put their egos aside and realize that women nrc just as cnpnble as
them, or 1s 1t women for acting like men
arc still our sulvution'l While Trish und I
hope to grow old surrounded with
women who c11n hold their own, it's not
looking su gout! nght now. I suppose nil
we cnn dn 1s keep nn tmcking, Ullll renlitc lhnl Sl>lllCIUIICS there IS II price Ill pny
fi•r IIHlepcndcn~c. Men w11l ~_.:et 11 snme
dny I hope

~
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Brion Azzorello soddles up in new
monthlY comic book series
Local author tackles current social, political issues through Western genre
By Hunter Clauss/ Assistant A&E Editor
Accla imeC;
writer
Brian
(Hellblazer,
100
Azzarello
Bullets) loves to tell stories fro m
the loser 's perspective, and he
takes that up a notch in his new
com ic book , Lo veless, drawn by
Marcelo Frusin. Loveless takes
place shortly ~.ft e r the Civil War
and follows Wes C utter, a
Confederate sold ier who, along
with his wife , Ruth, tries to
reclaim his Southern home from
the occupation of Union soldiers.
Azzarello, a Chicago resi dent of
15 years, discusses how current
events helped him transform the
Western genre into something
new and relevant.
C hr onicle: W hat were some of
yo ur fa vorite west e rns as a
kid ?
Brian Azzarello: As a kid, the
only Westerns that I really liked
were kung fu, and that really
wasn't a Western . I suppose it
was, o nce I di scovered the
spaghetti Westerns like Fifty
Dollars More; A Fist Full of
Dollars ; The Good, Th e Bad, and
the Ugly; My Name is Nobody ;
and some of the ones that came
over here early and got kind of a
wide release- that's when my
opinion of Westerns completely
,. anged. I was neve r a Jo hn
Wayne guy.
I_n wh8t ways did you not like

Joh n Wayne?
The whole cut-and-dry good
guys and bad guys. As a kid,
when we played cowboys and
Indians, I always wanted to be an
Indian. I never wanted to be the
cowboy.
The Western is a pretty old
gen re. I n what w ays can the
Western be new and exciting?
Well, I think when any genre
goes through a bit of reinvention;
it's being reinvented thro ugh a
filter of the time that's reinventing it. Things now are much
mo re cynical than o rigina lly
when the Western genre was big
in Hollywood. There 's a real element of racism to them that was
probably fin e at the time but
seems very awkward, and that's
just beca use we have a different
outlook on those sorts of things. I
don't want to say we ' re more
e nlightened because I don't
believe that for a second .
Do you believe t here is a renaissance of the Western taking
place r ight now?
I think that there have been a
few films, and " Deadwood" is
somethi ng else that has spearheaded it. I started to sense it just
in the zei tgeist about six years
ago. It's like something's going
on here where there's that need
fo r kind of a manifestation of an

Just one example of how Azzarello explores the possibilities of
the Western genre.

individual spirit. I think that is
something the westerns definitely marked.
W hat sparked your awa reness
of t his 'zeitgeist '?
I don' t know. You j ust kind of
felt it. I can't put my fi nger on it.
It 's funn y because when I thi nk
the Republicans took the office,
[they] stole it li ke catt le barons.
It's funn y you mentioned t ha t
beca use the re a re sp ecific
scenes in Loveless t hat seem to
be drawn from current events.
If you connect the dots, good.
I'm happy you did. Anybod y
who doesn't connect those dots,
that 's fin e too. But it's certa inly
there for me. I think that the period Loveless takes place in, the
reconstructio n o f the So ut h,
there's a lot of parall els to what 's
going on in the world today. The
South was an occupied nation fo r
all intents and purposes, and the
carpetbaggers went with the
blessing of the U.S. government
to make money and take ad vantage. I don't want to preach or
anyth ing, but the paralle ls are
reall y apparent to me.
As a sto ryt eller, wh at is the
most important th ing for you
to ge t on the pa ge first when
yo u' re st a rt ing a new project?
The most important thing for
me, because I' m dealing in seriali zed fiction- l ' ve got to get the
hook out there first. If the hook's
not there, there 's no reason for
the reader to come back and then
I' m o ut of work.
What c an rea de r s wh o a r e
fa milia r with both your previous wo rk, such as I 00 Bullets,
a nd the new work expect fro m
Loveless'?
I th ink Loveless is 100 Bullets'
mean little brother. So me of the
situations and characters in / 00
Bullets are rather bleak, and 100
Bullets is j ust a ra y of sunshine
co mpared to Loveless. It's compellingly dark.
How will you tac kle suc h issues
as racism'!
It 's hard not to to uch o n racism
consi dering the period. Slavery
has been abo lished and the U.S.
was about to e mbark on a mass
ge noci de . But, agai n, I don ' t
want to be preachy wi th it. i\t a ll .
I' m sure there 's going to be a lot
of things in Loveless that's go ing
to piss people off. These characters, being from the South of that
ti me, their particular views on
race are not go ing to jive with
yo urs.
As a storyt eller, how ·do you
ha ndle something like t hat'?
Initia ll y it's not easy. Once you
fi nd your character 's vo ice and
their particular ho nesty, it's easy.
You j ust have to worry about not
getti ng in the way of your characters.
The first two issues of this
monthly comic book are out now
and can be found at any comic
book retailer for $2. 99.

Azzarello enjoys a cigarette (top) as main character Wes Cutter
from 'Loveless' (bottom) enjoys a gun fight with some cowboy
jerks.
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Lewis solo debut heoven sent
Rilo Kiley frontwoman explores gospel, bluegrass roots in new album
By Jennifer Sabella/Managing Editor
Jenny Lewis has the life.
She's gorgeous, ta lented, lives
in L.A. and schmoozes with
iiber-hip indie rock dudes like
Connor Oberst
and
Ben
Gib bard. While that lifestyle
may be intimidating to
some. the Rilo Kiley frontwoman writes songs relatable enough to have attracted legio ns of fans who
hang on her every wordand nghtfully so.
To the delight of Rilo
Kiley fans everywhere, this
winter Lewis will release
Rabbit Fur Coat, a solo
al bum that provides muchneeded relie f from the cold.
The a lbum may throw
some Rilo Kiley fans offit repl aces a lot of the keyboards and poppy guita r
riffs
(a
Ia
More
Adventurous) wi th folksie r,
country-infused songs complete
with religious undertones.
While a spiritual record from
the girl who recently crooned
" Baby, I'm bad news" sounds
peculiar, don ' t be too wary.
From start to finish, Rabbit Fur
Coat is as emotional, lyrically
solid and vocally di verse as
Lewis has ever been. She makes
it clear that she has done some
not-so-good things in her life,
but she shows concern for things

like the after life and forgiveness by a higher power. In "The
Charging Sky" she sings, "A nd
it's a surefire bet I' m gonna die I
So I'm taking up praying on
Sunday nights I And it's not that

I believe in your a! might I But I
might as well as insurance or
bail."
f)e::.pite the religious content.
Rabbit Fur Coat does have a
few love so ngs in Lewi s's
always narrative and relatable
voice. "You Are Wha t You
Love," and "Melt Your Heart,"
are examples, and two of the
best songs on the album .
Lewis also uses her indie rock
connections well. Death Cab for
Cutie 's Gibbard and the man

be hind Bright Eyes , Oberst,
make appearances on " Handle
With Care," a cover of the song
by the_ Trave ling Wilburys (a
"super gro up" formed in the late
'80s by Tom Petty, Bob Dylan,
George Harrison, Jeff Lynne
and Roy Orb ison). " Handle
with Care" is one o f the
more upbeat songs on the
a lbum, o ne of those ra re
songs your dad would actually appreciate.
Although it's considered a
so lo e ffort, Lewi s also
worked closely with the
Wat son
Kentucky-born
Twins, who provi ded some
gospel- like harmonies to the
a lready gorgeous arrangements.
It 's unclear exactly why
Lewis dectdcd to record a
solo album rather than take
some time off during Rilo
Kiley's break, but it's an e ffort
her fans will appreciate. 'Rabbit
Fur Coat ' hits stores on Ja n. 24
from Team Love Records.

'Rabbit Fur Coot'
by Jenny Lewis with the
Watson twins

SELL YOU

Jenny Lewis fondly remembering her performance in 'Foxfire.'
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University Center Building I 545 S. State St. I 312.291.1111
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We buy books every day. You heard it.
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'Memoirs of oGeisho'
kicks up storm
in Jopon ond Chino
Film adaptation of New York Times
bestseller draws criticism from fans
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Create REAL Change
Make a Difference in the
Lives of Children

By Tim Johnson and Emi Doi/KRT

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Arts Integrated Education

Undergraduate Majors:
Teacher Certificat ion (birth-grade 3)
Center Director (birth-age 12)

Undergraduate Minor:
Education
Above: Zhang Ziyi stars in 'Memoirs of a Geisha' as Sayuri, a role that doesn't set
well with some fans in China.
China and Japan, whic h are at each
other's throats over any number of issues,
fi nally seem to agree on one thing:
Hollywood's latest release is a cultural
d ud.
Memoirs of a Geisha, a film based on
the bestselling novel by Arthur Golden,
premiered in Tokyo on Dec. 6, triggered
concern in Japan because none of the
three lead actresses are Japanese; two o f
them are Chin ese and the other is
Malaysian.
Citizens polled about the matter in
Tokyo questioned why Hollywood chose
Chinese actresses to portray geishas, who
are typically Japanese women trained in
traditional arts of singing, dancing and
accompanying wealthy men.
If there's dismay in Japan , there's outra ge in China, but for a different reasc·,,;
Many Chinese are beside themselves that
the film's star, Zhang Ziyi, China's bestknown actress, is depicted in the movie as
having sexual relations with a Japanese
man.

"She deserves to be chopped into a
thousand bits," said one Internet user, one
of more than I ,000 people who posted on
the subject at Tianji, a Chinese web portal.
"Zhang is a shameless prostitute,"
another posting said. "She shoul d be
deprived of Chinese cit izenship."
Relations between China and Japan, the
two powerhouses of East Asia, are still
rough around the corners. Despite deepening economic ties with Japan, China
sti ll harbors bitter feelings toward the
island nation dating to the period be fore
and during World Wa r II , when Japan
invaded large parts of China and dealt
brutally w ith the Chinese peopl e. Many
Chinese, censored from voicing their
views of their own authorita rian government, express anger whenever they perceive any sign of nationa l weakness
before Japan.
The film, which was released Dec. 9 in

the United States, is an international production. Its Ame rican directo r, Rob
Marshall, is known for the 2002 Oscarwinni ng movie Chicago. In addition to
Zhang Ziyi, the movie stars Japanese
actor Ken Watanabe (The Last Samurai),
Chinese actress Gong Li and Malaysian
martial-arts star Michelle Yeoh, an ethnic
Chinese who 's playing the role of mentor
to the movie 's protagonist.
" It 's a bit awkward that the main character, Say uri, isn 't played by a Japanese
actress when the movie primarily foc uses
on Japanese culture," a woman who identified herself onl y as Kai told Japan Today
Online, which is a news website.
" I think Hollywood people don' t care
whether (the actressesJ are Japanese or
Chinese," said Chiaki Miyazaki , a 46yea r-old mus ic producer from Kyoto.
" When I was in the United Sta tes,
American people thought Japanese,
C hinese and Korean are all the same."
One of Chi na's best-known film directors, Che n Kaige, who directed 1993's
Farewell My Concubine, questioned why
Japanese actresses weren 't found for the
leading roles. in a speech in the Japanese
city of Kobe on Nov. 9.
" I just don't understand why," Chen
said. "Geisha is a centuries-old Japanese
tradition and cannot possibly be portrayed
by Chinese actresses. The geisha have a
sophisticated way of wal king, holding a
fan , smiling and looking at people."
The release of the movie in China has
been postponed to Feb. 10 tentatively
because censors are hagglin g with producers about whet her a sex scene can be
cut in length, China Radio International
reported this week .
Some of the publ icity about Memoirs of
a Geisha appeared to be the result of mischief-makers in C hina, who distributed
fake pi ctures of Zhang and Watanabe in a
nude scene from the movie. The doctored
photos are all over Chinese websites.
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The Word's
SUper Awesome

The holidays are here, and In America that means one thing:

It's time to shop.

We at The Chronicle know how stressful Columbia's
new class schedule has been, so we decided to lend
a helping hand. We've got sure-fire gift selections for
just about everyone, from your reclusive fiction-writIng roommate to your fussy fashion design friend.
Major by major, we've provided the perfect
gift Ideas, because let's face It-gift
certificates are weak.

F.,..._ DesifiiDI
- -"llllnrl'' lll!cltat

Perfect for the typography-obsessed person on your
list. No one else will understand the joke, which Is
perfect, because no one understands her own
typography obsession to begin with. $69 at
www.veer.com.
.-.~..-.c-

Who cares what your work looks like when you
have such a gorgeous portfolio case? Remember:
first Impressions. $164 at www.kenknlght.com.

........... ..-..::n.~~·Diwiil
~

Odds are, the design student on your list has spent
his college career convinced he'll be "the next David
Carson." If you buy him this book, please Include a
disclaimer stating otherwise. $15 .72 at
www.amazon.com.

'". • ••u
...............................................................

EvetY art SWdent needs to be snotty and Ironic-even photography klds. Leaving this book of glttcard/calendar/dorm poster classics
on your CJJffee table Is a sure way to start conversation. Sarcastic, mean-splrlted conversation. $17.98 at www.amazon.com
--.~...,.._«

......

Eve!ybody knows that the only reason to major In photography Is to take awesome pictures of skateboarders and rock stars for a
IMng. And evetybody knows that you11 never get published In skateboard or music magazines without a flsheye lens. $224.95 at
www.bhphotovldeo.com •

............

With all the time spent lhootlng ponies lnd sunseb, male photographers hive an lnSitlable need to prove their manliness: hence
WIK photogrBphert, N'(f left-respecting ltrlight man with • Clmerl wiM be spending next summer running throuoh Iraq like lamas
Hlchtwey. This vest will help get you bade to the dtKkroom In one piece. $550 It www.armoroutlet.corn.

1\loe,~ SeiliMIII ...... SIIIIlt
According to Vogue and all of the top fashion designers, puffy shirts and ruffles are so In this year. While
the shirt may not have worked for Jerry, your friend
will surely be all the rage while strutting the streets of
Chicago In this trendy number. Check the selection at
www.ebay.com .

Pn' .... 1151'¥c.-.............
For your single fashion design friend, here's •someone• that Is actually cute and useful, won't talk back
and will help keep him company on the cold commute
home from classes-« while he's creating his next
great piece of shit. $35 at www.speckproducts.com

,..._

Your fashion frlend thinks her clothes are fresh and In
style. Give her a mirror. Let her know what's up, and
you'll both be grateful. Check the variety at
www.slmplymlrrors.com.
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Fiction Writing
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Let's face it: The world of broadcast journalism is fast-paced, and BJ majors just don't have time to waste sitting by the
phone or deciphering mixed signals. With the handy help of relationship consultants Ian Kerner and Sherry Argov, your
female friends can embrace their inner broadcast chick and say sayonara to the sorry losers you're sick of hearing about.

AS '
..... lao a R'I i Ql
I know, these gifts are a bit reading-heavy, but you know your BJ-obsessed friend needs it. People magazine is a good
route to go, but t hey should also try reading REAL news. Any ol' newspaper will do as long as they're getting some knowledge in that pretty little noggin.

o..tma , ...,..
Broadcast journalism is all about looks and nothing makes an "OK" face more attractive then a sparkling white smile. Make
this the perfect gift for your broadcast journalism friend that has a 'good personality.' Crest Whitestrips are $37.99 and
available at your neighborhood Walgreens.

Aca,e
During the next Fiction Writers at Lunch journal
reading, make an entrance with an awesomely foppish cape. No matter how bad the journal entry is,
everyone will be too blown away by how stylish
your cape was to even care. "Did you see that guy
with the cape?" they11 ask, and everyone will
remember it as the best reading. Single layer capes
are $188 at www.hmoon.com.

-.s

e !!f's.U

The latest installment of this highly regarded literary magazine takes on the guise of unwanted mail.
Sure, awesome. Leave it to a literary magazine to
make junk mail exciting again. What will they think
of next? Dog shit that smells like fish and recites
poems by Dave Eggers' Talk about a staggering
work of genius. McSweeney's # 17 has a list price
of $24.

A .Jab
Sure, the Story Workshop method is an interesting
way to blow off four hours, but what jobs await a
Columbia fiction writing graduate? While teaching in
the Fiction Writing Department might sound like the
only choice, there are plenty of jobs in which any
writer can put his Story Workshop skills to use. For
example, working at the local fast food chain can
totally be the perfect place for a former student to
" recall" how his life is going completely down the
drain. Jobs can be found at www.monster.com.

~
Nothing smells like inspiration the way drugs do.
Just think of all the great storytellers who made it
big thanks to their love of getting high. Philip K.
Dick, Hunter S. Thompson, William S. Burroughs
and Kate Moss all had successful careers. Drugs
can be found late at night in an unlit alley with
varying costs.

' ftank< Milliesfs.SiiiJ llltWlRi!ad;, Eidencliedj,

llhr.alled:¥'

Just when violence was becoming boring, what
with such television shows as " Prison Break" and
movies like "Aeon Flux," the gritty and hard-boiled
"Sin Oty" comes out in a new extended edition,
which indudes over 20 minutes of additional
footage. Also induded are bloopers and commentaries by director's Robert Rodriquez and Quentin
Tarantino. " Frank Miller's Sin Oty (Recut,
Extended, Unrated)" has a list price of $39.99 and
Is available at any DVD retailer.

.....,a.-.._...
Going Into the Apple store, one of the first things
to pop a boner over are Apple's widescreen cinema
displays. These fine looking pieces of equipment
are not only color coordinated with the Power Mac
GS and the PowerSook, but can be mounted anywhere-in the bedroom or even in the kitdlen. The
dnema display comes In 2(}-, 23- and 3D-inch
sizes. Apple anema Displays range from $799 to
$2499 and are available at the Apple Store, 679 N.

Michigan Ave.
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Boozin' on obudget

The Chronicle experiments with new line of Aldi alcohol
Upon ncanng that Aidt, the
international grocery retai ler
known for its low prices and
inventive br.md names, was now
selling booze, I was overcome
with a mixture of excitement and
skeoticism.
Asix pack of Gen:l8ll beer tha!
costs less than five dollars was aq
exciting idea, and a $2.50 bottle of
Cabemet doesn't sound bad either.
However, anyone who has
shopped at Aldi knows that the
quality of its products can vary to
extreme degrees. At their best, they
are as good as anything on the market. At their worst, they 're inedible. Experimenting with new items
is always a risk, but when the new
item in question is alcohol, it 's a
risk I'm willing to take.
After patiently waiting out my
workday, dreaming of my budgetbuzz, I hightailed it directly to the
Aldi at 1767 N. Milwaukee Ave.,
which is one of its nicer locations
in the city. Entering the store, I was
immediately greeted by a mountain of wine bottles, immediately
followed by a large mound of beer
cases and wine-cooler four-packs.
After pausing for a moment to collect my thoughts, I began examining the prices.
Aldi offers a decent selection of
red and white wines from around
the globe, ranging from $2.49 to
S6.99. I quickly decided on a S2.49
bottle of Winking Owl Cabemet
Sauvignon from California. Not

By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor
only was it the cheapest, but the was tested further, as Aldi chose
owl on the label was simply not to refrigerate its beer. After
spending some time in the fridge,
adorable.
Wine in hand, I moved on to the the beer was ready to go. I popped
beer- in my opinion, the most the cap off a bottle and took a ten·
exciting prospect of Aldi 's new tative sip. The beer·Ieft no immediproduct line. It offers six-packs of ate impression. It wasn't bad in any
way, but it dido 't seem particularly
~?ttled beer from Germany and
Mexico, as well as a few 12-packs flavorful for a European beer. I
of indistinguishable cans. Now, my took a larger swig, trying to pay
favorite thing about Aldi is its abil- closer attention to the taste. It defiity to choose brand names that you nitely has a certain German hearticould've sworn you've seen at one ness, but it seems slightly dulled.
time or another, but can't quite Whether this is from a lack of
remember. Its beer is a great exam- freshness or an inferior brewing
ple. I chose the S4.49 six pack of process, I don' t know. It's not bad,
Wemesgrijner, a dark bottle of beer but it's not as bright and flavorful
with a gorgeous gold foil label and as a German beer should be.
a non-twistable cap--further proof
Most importantly, though, the
that it is indeed German.
beer works. After a second bottle
My girlfriend, who had gra- (still trying to understand the comciously driven me to the store, was plexities of the hops, I swear), I felt
intrigued by the wine coolers, a a sudden and strong buzz. I
product I had nearl y overlooked. In searched the bottles and packaging
the interest of quality journalism, for the beer's alcohol content, but
we decided it would be best to try couldn' t find the information.
all three product lines, so she Nevertheless, I was convinced that
grabbed a four-pack o f Bartles & it was enough.
Jaymes (which I could 've sworn
As for my girlfriend, who was
was a law firm ) Fuzzy Navel bot- sipping on her sugary "Fuzzy
tles, and we headed to the register. Navel," she assured me that the
While checking out. we excited- drink was "gorge." Whatever that
ly asked the cashier what he means.
thought
of Aldi's
booze.
I can ' t speak for her bright
Unfortunately, he wasn' t a beer orange, peach-flavored candy
man, citing its "nasty taste"- but drink, but I can say this: For less
he did seem amused by it.
than five dollars, you won't find a
"They're trying to come up," he more satisfying six-pack than
said, laughing.
Wemesgrijner.
Arriving at home, our patience

'Enchonters' imilotes life

·Brian Costello uses his hometown, music lifestyle as inspiration for
debut book, release party
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Orlando is a difficult place to
visit, much less live. The bri ght
colors, the rich people- it 's all
barely tolerab le, especially when
you' re a kid growing up in the
midst of it all. At least that's how
Brian Costello, author of Th e
Ench11111ers
vs.
Sprawlburg
Sprfnt,s , felt living in the Disneylied area of Florida . While
C011tello, a fiction writing teacher
at Columbia, may have hated it,
he used it to his advantage for the
book.
" Part of [my tnspiration) wns
where I grew up in Orlando,"
Costello satd. " It was ju1t n very
sprawl ed out nightmare of a
place an air-condtttoncd nightma re of s trip mulls end mansions.
And fucking idiots."
Costello said that he's been
workinll on Sprtnw on and ofT for
about I 0 yean. etght 111 (' ho cugo.
wi th two to three years spent
sttendtrt g C'olumbin learnin g the
art of developong his story.
t\ fler all tht l time, Costello
will t elel1rate hi s book
Dcu:. I ~ at the Hmpty IJottlt, I03'
N. Wettltth Ave,. with vtrlout
111Utlc:AI J!ltt'f'otnllhCIS 111d tttiid•
lllp lnc ludtd In tht llnt•up.

"'"'*'

.,., eo.t.llo ~Met the txiVtlr
to ~ debut bctoll. 'The
E~ ~- lpr!IWibufO
8ptlnoa: ~...... 0.0. 1&.

COtlfllo hlmHJr will ttlld l'l'om
hif llpok. •• will Jonlth""
Mlltlfltet, the ~u.fuunder of the

book ·s publishing compan y,
Fcathcrproof
Books,
and
Eiizabeth Crane , author of When
th~ Messenger is Hvt. The featured bands will be The
Krunchies. The Mistreaters und
Human
Eye- which.
in
Costello's eyes, is one of the best
bands in music at the moment.
!>iJrinl{.l' follows the tule of a
boy who works us a squid cutter
in a restuurunt, joins a band und
then tnsptres other neighborhood
kids to start bands. eventuully
creating a "minor surrenlist revolution in this God-awful d ty,"
Costello said.
Aside from his hom etown
lnsplrntion. Costello credits the
fuct thnt he hns hecn 111 hnnds
hhnself fvr nbout ltnlf hos ltlc .
l'lecuuse of tltts, Costello knows
nhout the bnnd lifestyle nml tho
trends thnt follow with it. lie
comrures the bnnd revolution In
the boo k to tcnl· lifc fn1l" In
mus i~. using the Rntttnncs ns nn
eumple. He said thRt years atler
the Ram011e1 broke up Rllll three
membert died. pevple nre still
wurin11 their shirt~ . Oril!lnnlly,
thouall, Costellu sMld the bnnd
wu 11noretl and ounttlderetl
weird 11)' m08t llstenl!rs.
"ihat 's tt cuntlnulnl! theme Itt
ttrt ," Cntttelln •tticl "Thette new

ideas happen, and at first they're
rejected and then they're just
accepted as a matter of course.
[The book shows] a surrealist
kind of ridiculous next step in
youth culture. [The characters]
try to create something entirely
organic und new and bizarre."
Costello joined up with
Messinger and Zach Dodson. the
other co-founder of independent
Fentherproof Books. after they
asked to hnve Spri"l:l·' be the first
book under their new publishing
J!fOUp. Costello suid it wns a per•
feet mntch s ince they were
friends o f his nnd the book
" mnt c hc~
the
spirit"
of
Fcntherproof. lie ulso snid publts htll)! unllor Fentherpronf nllows
him nwre crentive freedom with
the hook. like inclmlinl! drnwin11s
hy n bnmhnnte. whicl1 he sni1l
wuuhln' t tly nt n mlljor pren
1'1>111p1111)1.
Thnt snme spirit c~rrie~ over to
th e s lightly unconventional
releattc pnrty fur Sl!rl~t~.t. wbloh
is how C'vstello and FHtherproof
intended it.
"We don't want It to bt 1111
uptlaht. stu~ tblna." Coettllo
salt!. "Wt' rt not about btlna
tttlllfy critlct with al•n••
hnl!Way down our no111 •nd
' p.ultitlllltlnl'ln '''" bflt 'l'Nmatt

Capote voices or something.
We ' re just telling a good story
and making it as fun as possible
for the audience."
Since the release is at the
Empty Bottle. Costello hopes to
have an audience outside of just
book lovers and English majors:
he wants to reach the people who
are there to see bands as well.
since they may be able to relate to
Spri"gs ' characters.
Eric Westra, chief officer of
promotions at the Empty Bottle,
thinks it 's important for the liternry audience to reach 0111 to the
musical audience and vice vvsa.
~o the venue holds releue partie
whenc\'cr they come it1 way.
"We've worked with Brian
bef'ore. with a lot of his fri<ends
and banda," Weatra "id. "It'~ ju~t
kintl of natun~l that we 1kl the
party hen. I imatine th•t
we're aolna to btvt a rowd tbtt
Ill• bttl\ here btfuft, but at the
aamc tim• It Pf()bably twina* in •
new 1udltnet u wall."

rei•••

nt ,., • ~ ~ td' """"'
C011tllo ~ 1141W ....._ 'Th
,,..,..,.., n , $1N-ttwl&wf
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Clooney's presence
brings controversy to
polilicol 'Syriono'
By Patrick Gavin/The Diamondback (U-Wire)
'·His actions have caused alarm and dis"Matt- he gets some flak every once in a
may amongst our allies abroad, and given while;· Clooney said of his co-star and
considerable comfort to our enemies. And close friend. " In fact , I'm gonna give him
1vhose fault is that? Not really his. He did- some flak later t0day."
n'i create this situation of fear; he merely
Syriana began filming about a month
exploited it- and rather successfully."
after the two actors wrapped Ocean j·
/'o:l), this is not a question (or is it an
Twelve. During the break Clooney packed
answer?) from last night's episode of liber- on 30 pounds in the 30-day span between
al "Jeopardy." And thumbs off your signal- the projects.
ing buttons, contestants, because in this
"The truth is it "s not nearly as fun as it
case, the question is not, "Who is George sounds, the idea of putting on that kind of
W. Bush?"
weight," said Clooney, who also grew a
This biting quote was lifted from George thick beard for the part. "My job was just to
Clooney's Good Night. and Good Luck, the eat as fast as I could as much as I could.
Edward R. Murrow biopic currently in the- Mostly you just ate until you wanted to
aters, which chronicles the legendary news- throw up and made sure you dido 't."
man's instrumental ro le in the fall of
While Clooney was in front of the camSenator Joseph McCanhy.
era for Syriana, he also had experience
And yet, you've got to be living in a spi- behind the scenes, directing. His film
der hole if you didn't pick up on the implic- Confessions of a Dangerous Mind was
it parallel drawn by co-writer and director lauded by many critics, and Good Night.
Clooney between the juntor senator from and Good Luck is already generating buzz
Wisconsin who cried "Red," a~d the cur- as an Oscar contender. Clooney said, with
rent president.
both experiences under his belt, directing is
This month , Syriana, Clooney's polit- a bit better.
ical thriller, hits multiplexes on the heels
"With directing you get to be the boss all
of Good Night. Despite the subject mat- the time, and acting you gotta listen to the
ter, the 44-year-old actor claims the film director,'' Clooney said. "So it's fun to be
is not imended as an overt criticism of the boss."
the president.
Clooney doesn't plan to entirely disap"This film is goi ng after 50 or 60 years of pear from the sih er screen anyttme soon.
flawed policies in the Middle East," considering the former People magazine's
Clooney said in a telephone conference "Sexiest Man Alive" is still in high demand
call. "TI1is isn't something that happened in on screen.
the past four and a half years. So, in gener"Both films that I directed I had to be in
al, we certainly weren't making this a ' go- to get the funding for them," said Clooney.
get-Bush thing."'
who played bit pans as news producer Fred
But with a project full of well-known Friendly in Good Night and a mysterious
left-wingers, including C looney, Matt Cl A agent in Confessions. "Otherwise I
Damon a.1tl writer/director Stephen wouldn't have been in them at all. It 's no
Gaghan, the Oscar-win!1ing scribe of fun [to direct yourself]. It's no fun to actuTraffic, Wamer Brothers will be hard- ally talk to yourself and say. ' Hey, good job,
pressed to convince moviegoers, panicular- George.""
The sensitive topics covered in both
ly those in red states, that Clooney and
company have no agenda.
Syriana and Good Night are somewhat
"Our argument is to raise the debate," famil iar territory for the actor. For example,
said Clooney, who also produced Syriana. he has sparred with Bill O'Reilly, and he's
"If yol! ' re going to have a war against an not afraid to draw comparisons between his
idea, which is terror, then ~'OU have to work and his real-life opinions.
While describing an interrogation scene,
understand the elements. You can't just say
they're evil. We're not going to be called the actor slipped in a zinger: " I was getting
buckets of water thrown on me, which isn't
unpatriotic for asking questions."
And it's because of Clooney's history in the film anymore. There's a lot more torthat Syria.oa is being called "George ture to it that you don't see ... son of like
Clooney's controversial new movie," and what we're doing in the [Bush] administration. Just kidding."
not, say, Matt Damon's.

"BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN"

OPENS IN CHICAGO ON DECEMBER 16TH!
serious in 'Syriana .'
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Topless Design
Lyric Opera will feature more skin, shorter
decorations in newest production of 'Rigo/effo'
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
he words "topless" and "opera" Vizioli, than past productions
usually don't belong in the and <lifferent design, which
same sentence, b>•t the expiait.s the new requirements.
"We regularl y do audition calls
Lyric Opera of Chicago
has managed to work for supernumeraries and differarou nd that for its upcoming ent operas have different requirements,'' Krance said. "Because of
opera 'Rigo letto.'
This past Saturday, auditions the setting and because of the
were held for 'Rigoletto's super- story of the opera, there's nothnumeraries, non-speaking, non- ing actually unusual [about it].
singing parts. The specifically
Krance explained that the stosought eight attractive women ry line for ' Rigoletto ' includes
willing to appear topless (some many non-singing, non-speaking
requiring good balance for tall courtesans, who normally don't
proper
s hoes and some looking like wear "high-necked,
"courtesan types"), six "Adonis- · attire."
like" men and four men no ta ller
While Columbi a doesn ' t have
than 4 feet I0 inches with the any opera-specific classes, other
area schools, including DePaul
abi lity to "rappel down a rope."
The opera has never sounded University, which has 75 opera
so interesting. The tale of singers in thei r School of Music
"Rigoletto" is a classic, and has department,
do.
Harry
been performed at the Lyric Silverstein, opera theater director
Opera numerous times in the at DePaul, guesses that the
past, bt;t not like this. Rigoletto majority of "Rigoletto" producis a court jester despised by tions have not included topless
many for his mockery toward women and shorter men.
ti10se he's paid to entertain. His Silverstein, who used to work at
allitude towa rd a nobleman, the Lyric Opera, has directed
whose daughte r is "defiled" by "Rigoletto" himself a few times.
the Duke, turns on the jester
Silverstein said that when a prowhen he realizes his own daugh- duction involves new choices and
tc• may be next on the list.
settings, it's often the director tryMagda Krance, manager of ing to convey a certain message
media relations at the Lyric about the opera itself. Silverstei n
Opera, said that this production said it 's possible that for this spehas a different director, Stefano cific piece, the requirements have

T

to do with the psychology of
Rigoletto 's character.
" For instance, if you're trying
to make certain people in the
production look very big, one

Apartment & Roommate Marketplace

way to do that is surround them
with people who are not as big,"
Silverstein said . "I know that
'Rigoletto' is the kind of piece
where a very important aspect of
it is the psychology of Rigoletto
and the court that he is in. It
could be that the director is trying to make an exotic and frightening, nightmarish kind of look
based on the psycho logy of
Rigoletto."
Silverstein believes that since
the audience attends an opera !O
hear singing, supernumeraries and
aesthetics play as background to
the primary characters. Yet

Vizioli, who is originally from
Italy, "Rigoletto" sees the aesthetics, setting and supernumeraries
as a key role in the opera.
"The idea is that the set is not
simply decoration," Vizioli said in
a production presentation with set
designer Robert Innes Hopkins.
" (It] is always reflecting a conception, and especially is reflecting
sometimes the metaphor of what
is the meaning of the opera."
'Rigoletto' opens at the Lyric
Opera of Chicago, 20 N. Wacker
Dr., Jan. 21 at 7:30 p.m. For
more information visit www.lyricopera.org.

Help create a fam ily.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:

1-877-FOR-RENT
Chi<·ago&
All U.S. Citie-;

Long Term
Short: Term

List Apartments
& Rooms ·F ree

EGG DONORS
$5,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages of
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical
Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAL SURROGAm
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between
ages of21-35 who have given birth to at least one child

www.arn.com

773.Ul!711s
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Sudoku

By Michael Mepham

to the nines
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Solution to last week's puzzle

7 1 3 6 2
6 4 9 5 3
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold

Marketing major
Marie Cortopassi is
a real trooper. "I like
short skirts and
short shorts," she
said, not seeming to
notice that it's
D ecember.
Cortopassi enjoys
thrift shopping in
the Belmont corridor and says she's a
fan of '80s and mod
fashion sense. So is
her outfit really
warm enough to
brave a Chicago
winter? " Yeah," she
said. "Because of the
boots."

borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

1; 2006 Michael Mepham. Distribl~ed by Tribune Media Services. An rights '""""""'·

Out of My Head
by Scotty Carlson

Michael Jarecki/The Chronicle

Aries (March 2 1 - April 20): Th is just in: Your shoes are inappropriate for the
weather.

Gemini (May 22 - June 2 1): A jet liner will ro ll off the runway into the street
right in front of you this week , and while you may be injured, all you will be
able to think is, " What are the odds that would happen twice?"
Cancer (June 22 - July 23 ): Your philosophy toward the holiday season has
changed drastically over the years as you are annually visited by three spirits:
the ghost of Christmas Fat, the ghost of Crappy Presents and the ghost of End
of Vacation Yet to Come.

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): The new citywide smoking ban wi ll only affect you
because you're smoking hot. Yeah, no, I'm sorry about that one. I' m a little
burnt out from the semester break. Really? You think I'm doing okay? Well ,
thank you. Thank you very much.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): You will make all o f your Christmas cookies with
love this year, and it will be really, really gross. Sickie.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): Umm ... yeah, I' m not really at liberty to give
you your horoscope right now.

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): Your Christmas sweetheart is bad at making gingerbread houses, but he/she makes them every year, and every year you have to
pretend they don 't taste like cardboard.
l
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Wabash
Master the moment. Capture life with affordable Nikon quality.

Nikon.

ID)5()"

Nikon OSOrM Digital SLR with
Nikon 28-lOOmm GLens Camera Outfit
• 6.1 effective mega pixel Nikon DX Format CCD image sensor dehvers
great pictures with high resolution and sharp details that allow for cropping
· Large 2.0-•nch LCD provides immediate feedback when VIeWing •mages
and with new menu displays that are easier to view. eaSier to use and
even provide help dialogs to help you learn as you go.
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From Your CD
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AUTHORIZED
DEALER
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$4 frozen drtnks
$5 joger t::xxnbs

Atl N ikon
products 1nclude
N1kon Inc
USA one·year
limited warranty.

C>2005 N•<on

Inc

Outfit includes: 050 camera body, Nikon 28·100mm
f/3 .5-5.6G AF Zoom-Nikkor Lens. MH-18a Quick
Charge<. EN-Ell li-ion Rechargeable Battery and Nikon
PictureProjetlru software
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Steu-t the.

HOKIN GALLERY, 623 s WABASH AVENUE. HOURS

.,

\

eu-t!

9 AM . 7 PM MONOAY . THURSDAY AND 9 AM . 5 PM ON FRIDAY

*

word : Celebrating the Union of type , image and writing
Curated by Jonathan Gitelson
November 14 - December 14. 20D5

·*\\~

Word rs an exhrbrt ron based around type and the vrsual symbol of the letterfor m The show represents a unique colla boration between four classes from the Art &
Desrgn and Poetry departments rn Columbia College Chicago The work uses illustration . typeset poetry (pri nted) on wa lls. and books to honor the written word

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY, ; 10 4 s WABASH AVENUE. HOURS. 10 AM . 5 PM TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND 10 AM . 7 PM ON MONDAY AND THURSDAY
The Wa ll and the Page-Drawings and installation by Amy Rathbone and Brad Brown
November 1D · December 16 . 2005

I

Glass Cur tarn Gallery rs delighted to brrng together the intrrgurng worl< or two master vrsual and conceptual artrsts

•• #

/

Amy Rathbone combrnes rnstallatron and work s on paper She uses famrlrar Obi ects- wrre . steel wool . sandbags. gouache and graphite- to explore line. extremes
rn scale. and 2D versus 3D space Rat hbone rnsrnuates these materrals rnto the walls, columns . and corners or t he &allery in a playful challen&e to our everyday
rela t.lonshtp w eth mter.or

'

s pa~£

Sonce 1987 Brad Brown has bee n mar~r n g. tearrng. taprng. pastrng. stepprng and sprllrng on hrs drawrngs on paper. all the whrle amassin& thousands or pieces
rn a body of wor ~ ne calls ' The Look Starns · These wor~ s on paper-combrnrng parnt rng. prrntrng and drawrng- are the accumulations of Brown' s exploration into
PfOCess . ttme. chance mar-<.ng and the refu sal or closure

C33 GALLERY,

'

33 E Con&r ess A.enue HOURS 9 AM . 7 PM MONDAY . THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRIDAY

Vrsua logue
u h rbrted ar tost from t he lnterd iSCrplrnary Arts Depar t ment V1sual Envrro nments cl ass Curated by Melissa Jay Crarg, Faculty
December 8 2005 - January 2 7. 2006

V•s ua lo&~Je rs ar. e>hrbotson or mstallatoon worl<s created by beg•nn•n& MFA rn Bool< and Paper artosts on tne lnterdiSCiplrnary Arts Depa rtments VIsual Envoronments
o .ass -. ~ssu are Joseph LaPPJe l •l Wolf. Trname11 Turner. Drew Luan Matott. Karol ShewmaKer. Ero n Cramer. Hyerl n Oh, Brandon Graham. Krrsten Demer. Lono
Orep an<! S teo~er> OeSanbs

HOKIN ANNEX,

6 2-l

s WA84SH AVENUE

\

HOURS 9 AM . 7 PM M ONDAY . THURSDAY AND 9 AM . 5 PM ON FRIDAY

\

Between the Sheets· EJtploo ng SeJt and Pornography Through Art•sts · Book and Beyond
Curateo by V1sua l Arts Cura to r1at Management

Tt~c o a

Van Eck . Faculty

•

Oece<nber l A.
!> - January II
6
Recep ron We<:~nes day Oec.emr>er !d. 2005 Spm - 7pm
Be - en 111e s ~els ''an OPIIobtt•o n •nso•red by a selec t•on or Columb•e Corroce s co rrect ron or Ar tr ~t s Bool.s whlt n e•plore t ho soc•et•l rdeals or se• and
oa<IIOari P'>Y and mclude prPYo.:alrve wo.-s by Clalfe Jlo1u . Cl'leonee K1m. end Cerolee Schneem an

GoM-i~

HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX
Weisman Exh• b•t •on
January 23 - f ebruar y 2 d
l!ecel>to()'l

•
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BRING YOUR OWN CUP
UIIAX Z4 IZ.J All Fill IP II

2 DRAFTS ANI $3 "0-Cill-ITS" ...
All NIGHT lONGII
9pm Tll4am
or more informati
contact G i na at

312.475. 9450.

.

~

~~.~ l·A}!P,t.~ :s. '

1206 N or t h. State Park w a y
www.mcfad d enssaloon.com

Columbi~
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Cl~ssifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25
per word with a $5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in full prior
to publication. All ads will be published
in the order of purchasing date ·
Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com

IMMIGRATION LAWYER Family
Based Visa, Employment Visa,
Student Visa, Fiance Visa, H-1B,
Adjustment of Status, Green Card,
Citizenship, Diversity Lottery,
Removal, Asylum. CALL ATTORNEY
MARTHA J . WHITE (312) 922-0070
• • #1 Spring Break Website! Low
prices guaranteed . Free Meals &
Free Drinks. Book 11 people, get
12th trip free! Group Discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
www.leisuretours.com or 800-8388202.
Students, Here what you need to
make extra money. Visit me @
www.website .ws/lanena Password:
Lanena

We know you love

ANI ME
and vou're cold!

so represent for Ani me

and stav cozv warm tool

$550.00 2BR, ORIGINAL OAK
FLOORING, LAUNDRY ROOM,
CEILING FANS, BACK
YARD/GARAGE, CLEAN, QUIT,
SAFE. 20 MIN. TO DOWNTOWN ON
M ETRA. CALL 312/961-6881
$900/mo. 3 bed/ 1 bath in Bridgeport.
Hardwood floors throug hout. 15 min
to Loop.Perfect for 2 roommates.
773-254-6174
RELIABLE SALESPERSON NEEDED MUST have experience with OJ
gear, lighting or studio equipment.
We offer flexible hours and competitive pay. Spanish speaking is a plus.
Call Sam 773-929-5523.

In our Anime Otaku sweatshirts and hoodies!

*T-Shrits more your style?
-- even when the Hawk is howling?
Never fear-- we've got those too!
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Filling the fundraising hole
he sudden departure of
San:' . Ross ~rom h~s
pos1hon as v1ce president of institutional advancement on Dec. 2 was quite a
s hake - up to Columbia ' s
administration. While Ross
will go on to "take advantage
of other opponunities," the
school is seeking to permanently fill the position. But
his deputure has also called
anention to the manner of
fundraising at Columbia.
In Ross' first year at
Columbia.
the
school
increased its spending on
efforts to raise money by
roughly 20 percent, only to
see a drastic decline in contributions.
Before coming to
Columbia in October 2003.
Ross spent nearly two years
at Sl. Boniventure University
in New York, where money
directed
at
fundraising
increased by men than S I
million. But despite more
spending. cootributions from
public souTCes ~ained

T

Slagnmt.

And Ross set the bar high
when he toid The Chronicle

he expected contributions to
Columbia to reach S20 million by 2010. Even with the
goal of a I 0 percent annual
increase outlined in
Columbia's 20 I 0 plan, those
aspirations seemed too lofty.
But as Ross' predecessor,
Woodie White, told The
Chronicle, "The basic question is: How do you position
Columbia to raise significant
dollars?"
Even though efforts like
the Conversations in the
Arts: Up C lose With series
are designed to tum potential
donors on to Columbia, the
fact remains that these events
require the school to spend
money to make money.
Columb ia officials have
said that the Office of
Institutional Advancement
will not change its fundraising strategies. While they
would not elaborate on what
th is means, if the school continue.s to cultivate donors
through costly events with
linle success, it will ultimately end up not bringing
in as much money as it
would like.
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BACK FROM THE DRAWING BoARDS

Columbia has temporarily
lured Eric Winston, the former vice president of instituti onal advancement at
Wilberforce University in
Ohio, out of retirement to
take Ross' place. But it is
likely that adminis trators
could spend up to a year
searching for a permanent
replacement for Ross.
It 's
imperative
for
Columbia to con sider the
previous track record of
Ross' successor in its search
if the college is to succeed.
At his Dec. I student press
briefing, President Warrick
L . Carter once again
expressed his commitment to
reducing the percentage of
Columbia's dependency on
s tudent tuition .
Surely one of the best
ways to do that would be to
spend as linle as possible to
raise the most funds. If
Columbia is hoping to see a
generous increase in gifts
five years from now, then
Ross' successor must realize
that investing more money
does not necessarily trans late
to receiving more.

New life in death penalty debate
n 1911, Stanley Took~
W"tlliMu was coovicted
of murdering four people
during rwo robberies in
California and was senInKed to death in San
Qumtin Stale Prison. Sinc.e
then, Williarm.. a co-founder
o r the Clips png in !As
Angela in 1971 . ~ maintamed his innounc:e. He is
J<hccluled to be oec.ured
Dec. IJ. and now pleas for
C a li forn ia Gov Arn old
S<hw1lrUtleggcr to grant
Willi.nt clemmcy have
c.orne from civ1l ngJ11~
~ tuUr 8$ the AITICTICMI
Crv.l Libcnin Union and the
NiiiJOMI A»aciillion for the
AdYall«mC'DD o ( Colored
Pcopk, • we-ll _, celebrit~
I e J -ic f'~ll and Snoop

I

DogJ.
8ul the fcvcl of debiik ,.,.
rfliUndiwJ Wrlh.wnt' rmpmdftccucioo ha
been
_,.,.rtcd by the recent mile~ Ill IU~ei&J!. N . on
" " 2. ~ Lft Boyd
b«MM the l.oooth J'CfS(l!l
pul lq . . . , . , _ . . llN u s.
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rncnl~ ' "' c.aphal pvnrshmml
" the bchef that killing ton·
vrC1cd ctrminab i\ preferable
to the pcmrbtlrty thai they
writ return to soc octy But
that bcllcr h ingct on the cer·
tainty that the people being
tcntenud to t.kath arc. on
fKI. guilty C1f the crime
whN>h they had been con•
victcd
AII roo oncn in recent
ycllf\. 1111 ngcrnc.. on th4
or '"'" l nfOftctnclif
' ,.,, to !)ffng c losufl 10 •
t iM '''" rt!t•ltcd in irKMtct •
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Moreno sard
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maintained his innocence
unt il the verv end. and
Cantu's long-siienr c.o-defendM!t signed 1 sworn atrrdavit
s.ying he allowed hi.!! mend
to be falsely accuted. The
lone eycwitneu in the case
told the HOUSion C hronicle
that he felt prcss11red to iden·
trfy the then-1 7-)ear-old
Cantu a.s the man who shO(
hrm at least nine times and
fatally shot another vie1im in
November
1914
Juan
MOfeno recanled and told
the Jtcxuton Chronicle thai
Cantu wu 1104 the c nmmal
" fl W :U a CaM or In onnCJCcnt
pcrtou being k rll ed ."

tice. Americans would prefer
to sec: convicted murderers
put to death rather than
return to civilian life: bur
s upport for the death penalty
is not as fervent when compared to life without paro le.
Additionally. many studies
have indicated tha t it actlllll·
ly costs rupay crs more
money- more than SI mil·
lion per case - for t he
process o f ~ending some·
body to death than it doc:5 to
oncarccrate them for hfe
Bur what remains d i~turb
ing about the continued tra·
dillOn or UeCUIIOf1S IS the
racial divide m the United
rates It contrlbute5 to
ihou&}r blacks and white~
have been vic:toms o f rnur·
den in nearly equal num·
ben. s inc:c 111n more rhnn
80 IJC'tCent o f the people e~e ·
c utcd were conv icted o f
murclcrlnl! white vict im•
In JIIIIUAry l 003. RuMcll
Fcongold. a l)cmocnoric MID·
• tor from Wl•consln. told
·ongrcn. " We simply """
Ml slty we live in 1 t.ountry
tlilll ofTcr• clfUAI jUJIIcc to • II
Amerlca.n• when fKI•t db·
plltitic_, plal!uc 11111 system by
whic h our •octet)' lmpo•c•
the 11ltlrnatc f!ltli l•hmont ..
The CIIM for Wlll l~rfl• I•
IIIIOiher hlgh •pwl1fe •t••ry 111
• lonJ! and biller ,Jeb~te lhot
the mOtlll f!rt•und• on wh ic h
thl t ntlrt Afl!llfnGIII hA•
• lw• y • teetered •wer•hAdo'w
Ollf ' ()fnftlll111t"tl r<> A imlitiAI

s)'~tem th~tt " '"' ' ' ' ' ' ~ain

as k lnJ! l!ill!lher tjut•rh"'•
liUintl of •l tnply ·~e klll ll
ljtlftk ilti!Wtt•

lETTERs TO THE EorTOR:

Mlnnrltles at Cnlumbla not just •
black ••d whit•

mu•

In rcspomc to the Dele S story on
l ow· rnt~>mc S (hohu~h1ps ("Oil1d11ls

pror 11•c new

lo w- inco me

t ht>hu-

~ h ip.-·)

I om rchlly tired or rho wa
Columblll's mlllOfll)' pupuhttlon b e~•n·
stllntl)' tepnl..'ICntcd. It seems llh rh"
only " millOflty" thlll Cnlumhla b onrcrcstod in lnM:klnl!. "' even r•xa'l!nilint~.
I~ tho hi~Kk rorul~tl<>n ""' lrit:~tn·
Ametriun lwu•ch<>fd~ the 1>11 ly ""'" th~t
aro 1(\W · h"·''"'"'/ I'm Al'rllld no t
·(\nlplt!tc-1 lj!nortnl! ••thcr stutk!nrs Q(
( t>h•r in l'nlumbta's •t~ti•C II:I Is vvry
detrlrncntAI 1o1 Its te~:ru ltmenr tiTilrti '"

well as its overall image. (Besides its
o bvious etTecr on Columbia ·s nonb lack students of color- irs bad
enough being ignored in real life, but
by your own school?} If Columbia. and
irs journalists an only interested in covering statis tics on its black student population. then at least be clear aboul it.
instead of calling it a "minority" enrull·
ment 1ssue.
O f course . rhos is not to critici~
Columbia's desire to work on increliSing the number of blkk students- thi$
is nbour ~OI!niz.i~ that there M\' mlln~
<>!her studeniS who 11re not being ,.,,,1si~red Of t11lk~ about. As 1111 A$innAmecrican student. l'v~ b«n appall..ct ~~
how bllckward this ~~"'"'' is m r.-nus ,,f
rceruirin¥ nn\1 ret~mm~ s ru,lc-nt~ ,,r
(olt•r. 11.• Willi M tilt- w1y that I run tte<~t
t'd. In 1\Kt. on<~ ,,fthe S<'\:lmly ~~in
rh~ t>uoldin~ '""' I s pend m\l(lf '". n~
rime- m 1\ton- •t l'<•lumt>i• ~~I "' ~llll
me "the~orl .. I ~Mn<)( bocli<'n•
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Commentary

Keep it to yourself, creep
By Jemfer Dorsey Fischer
Copy Chief

I ex ited the el last Wednesday
morning bundled in fu ll-on winter
attire- parka, wool scarf and hat
pul led down over my ears.
·'Mmm ," some slime ball cooed
into my ear, li ke he was slobbering
over a juicy steak dinner. I could
feel his breath and his jacket as he
brushed by me.
Awesome. I headed for c lass
sick to my stomach and royally
pissed off, ready to slug the next
low-life who crossed my path.
I wish I could say that was the
first time I'd encountered such
harassment, but I can' t; it's a regular occurrence- at least once
every-other week. I am amazed by
the population of ill -mannered
men who roam this world. Since I
walk and take public transit almost
everywhere, I have dozens of stories- some rather chilling, in
fact--o f sleazy guys harassing me
on the street.
Every time I start to fee l thankfu l that I li ve in such an emot ionally advanced society, one till ed with
men and women who respect one
another and consider one another
as equals, I am reminded that there
are still a sufficient num ber of
creeps.
Early last summer I was walki ng
to work at 7:30 in the morningbroad daylight, with people dropping thei r kids ofT at school and
walking their dogs- when a man
in a red BMW slowed down and
started making lewd sexua l comments to me. He then foll owed me,
lagging behind unti l I was away
from other people. After doing this
- for several blocks, he came me up
to where I was and I turned to him ,
shaking with anger and fear, and
yelled at him to " leave me the fu ck
alone." He sped ofT as another car
approached.
My blood boiled. My body trembled. What was his plan? Did he
hope I would hop in his car and
beg him to take me off to some
place we could be a lone? Did he
plan to grab me, rape me and mur-

der me? Or was he just getting
some kicks yelling at me from his
car?
I don 't care what his intent. or
the intent of any street harasser, is.
We have a right to wa lk in the
world with both our dignity and
sense 0f sec urity intact. We have a
right to go to work or school or
wherever we may need to go, without feel ing that our sexuality is
being violated. I am sick of having
these experiences and
hea rin g
about the
s im i Ia r

geri ng safety for al legedly forc ing
a woman off the road at rine
point- which ended only after he
saw her infant daughter in the car.
Avery has been charged with
llalbach ·s murder and with mutilating her corpse. His arraignment
is sched uled for Jan. 17.
One of my fr iends knew Teresa
Halbach. I can' t imagine the anger
and sadness Halbach's family and
fri ends are enduring.

enco unt ers

of

o t her

women .

The se
repulsive
moment s
strip us of
o ur pri de
and make us
want to hide
our femi ninity. They
make us
fee l weak
and vulnerab le. They
infuriate us
and make us
r ese nt ful
t owa rd
men.

The s e
fee lings are
reinfo rc ed
further
when I hear about women who are
violated in the worst way; women
like Teresa Halbach, the 25-yearold freelance photographer whose
remains were fo und last month in
the Mishicot, Wis., salvage yard
owce<;l by the fam ily of Steven
Avery, a man who was exonerated
of a rape conviction in 2003 after
serving 18 years in prison.
Though DNA evidence cleared
him of the crime he had been serving time for, Avery had a 25-year
hi story with the court system,
which included cruelty to an imals,
fe lony burglary charges and endan-

Chris Gallevo/The Chronicle
Unfortunately. that isn 't the only
headline-making case I' ve fe lt personally connected to.
Two years ago the murder of 22 yea r-old Uni versity of North
Dakota student Dru Sjodin made
national news. With every television broadcast, I was physically
sickened by the sight of Alfonso
Rodriguez Jr., the level-three sex
offender who was charged with
endi ng Sjod in 's life. Rodriguez
had a history of sexual contact and
attempted kidnappings of adult
females. Rodriguez's trial is scheduled to begin July 2006.

And Sjod in was the cous in of
one of my fonner high school
classmates. My heart still aches for
her fami ly. My mind cannot comprehend how that demented man
was even walking free.
Not every case hits so close to
home or even makes the news, but
every case of sexual violence and
harassment of women is sickeni ng
and heartbreaking. And there are
far too many.
According to the nat ion's largest
ant i-sex ual assault organization,
Rape, Abuse and Incest National
Network, there was an average of
223,280 victims of rape, attempted
rape or sexual assault in 2002 and
2003. RAI NN reported th at in
2003 only 40 percent of rapes and
sexual assaults were reported to
law enforcement. The organization
also estimates that every two and a
half minutes, somewhere in
America, someone is sexua lly
assaulted. That estimate does not
factor in rape or attempted rape.
Both RA INN an d the U.S .
Department of Justice defi ne sexual assault as completed or attempted attacks usually involvi ng
unwanted sexual contact between
the victim and the offender. Th is
definition includes verbal threats.
The Department of Justice
ati onal Sex Offender Public
Registry cites that there are over
500.000 registered sex offenders
nat ionwide.
But they all don't remai n in jail
forever. Accordin g to the u.S.
Department of Justice's Nat ional
Crime Victimization Survey, compared wi th non-sex offen ders
released from stat e prisons.
released sex offenders were four
times more like ly to be re-arrested
for a sex crime. And they are walking among us like ticking bombs.
There is no way to te ll the hannless creeps fro m the seriously dangerous ones. Though I refuse to
live in fear of the criminal monsters and refuse to let the ill-mannered men who harass me change
who I am, I wi ll never understand
any of them. But I will certainly let
my opinion of them be heard.

Boozing with strangers can be fun
By Hunter Clauss
Assistant A&E Editor

The y' re eve r yw her e - in
libraries, dark alleys, bars and restrooms across America. They can
even be sitting next to you right
now, and as luck would have it, I,
too; am proudly one of them. I'm a
stranger, and I'm annoyed with how
the media portrays us as candyloaded child abductors.
Sure, the candy's great, but a lot
of us strangers don't even like kids.
Yes, there are some with whom a
child shouldn 't be left alone. But is
that really the stranger's fault? It's a
known fact that strangers and children get along as much as the current pope and the Nazi Party, but
you've got to have lemons to make
lemonade.
Strangers are vastly misunderstood. Everyone expects the worst
out of a stranger, but we can 't help
it. Sure, we look suspicious with

our shifty eyes and our wild,
disheveled hair, but what does anyone really know about strangers?
It's hard work riding the bus all day
or hanging out in back alleys all
night long. That stuff takes pure
dedication.
We're told at an early age that we
can't trust strangers for anything,
but I've realized that "stranger danger" is not as bad as my parents and
my teachers made me believe. I
mean, really, didn 't we resolve all
of this during the Cold War when
the USSR was the alpha stranger to
the U.S.?
For example, when I was riding
on the bus to work the other day, a
5-year-old girl sa id goodbye and
waved to me as she was exit ing
with her grandfather, who could
have been a stranger-in-training.
Regardless, I got really nervous and
didn 't know what to say. My mother always informed me to never talk
to strangers, and this little girl is

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia Col:ege Chicago and
does not necessarily represent. in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators.
faculty or students.
All text. pholot and gr1phlcs are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or pubflshod without
written pormlulon.

really j ust a junior stranger in training. I decided the best and safest
way to handle the situation was to
j ust wave back .
It was the same bizarre uncertainty that I had experienced at the
Holiday Club, a swanky little bar on
the comer of Sheridan and Irving
Park roads, I stumbled upon two
other strangers who I later would
discover were just two human
beings. I was ordering a shot of
something when the woman next to
me at the counter complimented me
on my attire. She was easily twice
my age but still very pretty. When
people compliment me on anything,
I get really shy and don't know
what to say. This hesitation to converse with what turned out to be a
very wonderful woman struck me
as a bit off.
Instead of running away in terror
as the kind, older woman began
talking to me, I decided maybe I
should just stay and hear what she

Edltori•ls •re the opinion• of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns • re the oplnlonl of the author(s).

Vlewa exprnsed In thll publication •re those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbl•'s Jourm~llsm
Department or Columbia College Chtcago.

had to say. So I did. I got to know a
great dea l about her- how she
graduated from Northwestern
Univers ity and how she started a
company with her husband. But we
also talked about the current political cl imate in America and the War
on Terror and, even though we didn' t agree on some topics, we still
had an enjoyable conversation.
Since I mustered up the courage to
converse with her and her husband,
they bought me a shot of tequila and
two rum and cokes along the way.
They even offered their couch to me
when they realized that I was quite
intoxicated from their free drinks.
There are many misconceptions
about us strangers and they have
gone on for fa r too long. We 've
been discriminated against by the
media and the PTA for far too long.
Sure, we might give your kid some
candy, but chances are we' II also
buy you a drink for a friendly conversation .

Letters to the editor must 1ndude full name. year. ma,or
and phone number A ll letters are ed•ted for grammar and
may be cut due to a llm•ted space
Letters can be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
&-mailed to Chronlcl~lum.edu or rmUed to
The Co lumbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congreu Parttway
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Roamin'
Numerals

$500,000
Minimum amount Mike
Bolognue had in vested
in his northeastern O hi o
. tavern, Legends Sports
Pub and G rille, only to
di scover the state
would not g rant him a
liquor license.
Bolognue pla ns to serve
food until May. when
vote rs will decide
whether to approve
a lcohol sales.

413
Number of sate llites
the United States has in
outer space, according
to a survey conducted
by the Union of
Concerned Scientists
released Dec . 7. The
rest of the world has
382 sate llite ' .

$2,500
Reward given to water
meter r~ader Gerardo
Rui z for returning a
winning lottery ticke t
worth $25 ,000 to Mike
Sargent. On Nov. 15,
Sargent lost the
scratch-off tic ket he
purchased in Alvarado,
Texas, but received a
call from Ruiz five
days later say ing he
found it while working
five houses away.

Choice Cuts
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"If she dies, I will kill

Michael Schiavo and
the judge. This is real!"
Statement posted to an
Internet message board
by Dera Marie Jones, 32,
regarding the decision in
March to remove Terri
Schiavo's feedin g tube.
Jones was convicted by
a federal jury on Dec. 6
for sending a death
threat across state lines.
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Santa's final 'Ho, Ho, Ho' nnder Marshall Field's name
es only the name wi ll change, not half-dozen of whom are scattered
the holiday traditions that have throughout the downtown store's
made visiting the State Street store fifth-floor toy section listening to
At the end of a long line of excit- to see its elaborate wi ndow dis- children 's Christmas wishes.
ed children and decked out in the plays, giam Christmas tree and, of
" It's sad, because the Christmas
traditional red suit and beard , course, Santa Claus, an annual ritu- traditions are so tied up with the
Frank Arostegui is spending his last al for generdtions of families.
Marshall Field's name," said Jim
Christmas season as a Marshall
Hi;t<>·ians say the store, which Roetheli of Chicago. " I feel real
Field's Santa Cl"us.
was bui lt in 1892, began decorating pride in being a Marshall Field's
By next season, the vtnerable its window fronts in 1897, put up Santa. This is the Cadi llac of
downtown department store, a its first Christmas tree in 1938 and Santadom."
decidedly Chicago store, will be opened its Santa land, called the
C hicago movie critic Roger
renamed Macy 's, which is decided- Cozy Cloud Cottage, in the 1940s.
Ebert, an opponent of the name
ly New York.
"We're committed to preserving change, complains that while the
"Marshall Field's is synonymous the traditions at Marshall Field's," store's new owner plans to keep the
with Christmas in Chicago," said said Fieid's spokeswoman Jennifer same traditions, they will be differArostcgui, a 64-year-old retired McNamara. "We don't have any ent.
factory manager-n1med Santa. "I plans to change them."
" It won't be Field's Christmas
think they're making a huge misBut the name change, which traditions," wrote Ebert via e-mail.
take."
should happen by fall, has been "It will be Macy's."
Federated Department Stores reason enough to lower the spirits
All 62 Marshall Field's stores
Inc., which bought Field's, promis- of this year's crop of store Santas, a across the country will be renamed
Macy's by Cincinnati-based
Federated, which also owns the
Bloomingdale's department store
chain.
That wi ll force one Fie ld 's
Christmas tradition into the history
books. While children will sti ll be
able to visit Santa at the downtown
store, the memento buttons they
receive will no longer say: "I saw
Field's Santa."
That 's tough to swallow for
Arostegui, whose parents brought
him to see the store's Santa in the
1940s, and he later brought his own
three children.
'The only real Santa was at
Marshall Field's, there was no
question about that," Arostegui
said.
While children still ask the
store's Santas for the latest toys,
Jim Roetheli, a Marshall Field's Santa Claus, takes an escalatheir parents have another wish this
tor to a lower level, in downtown Chicago. By next season the
year.
store will be renamed Macy's.
"Some parents said what they

AP

To
Ffom

Students
Apple

Marshall Field's State Street store is decorated for the holiday
season as pedestrians walk past. Customers have been flocking back to the store for its final season before it is renamed
Macy's.
want most for Christmas is for the
name to stay the same," said Jeff
Allen of Chicago. "But they also
say they'll keep shopping here no
matter what the store's called."
McNamara said there has been
more traffic through the downtown
store, partly due to sentimental
journeys by Field's devotees. She
said shoppers also are snapping up
Christmas tree ornaments and other
items emblazoned with the Field's
logo, although she could provide
no sales figures.
At the store, another popular
Christmastime tradition is a meal at
the stately, seventh-floor Walnut
Room, where the store's glittering,
45-foot Christmas tree stands.

In the 1950s, Marshall Field's
claimed its nearly four-story high
balsam fir was the world's largest
indoor Christmas tree. Today, the
tree is artificial but still elaborately
decorated with 2,400 crystals and
15,000 lights.
Lori Miodus of Fort Wayne,
Ind., recently came to Chicago
with her daughter and parents to
visit the store during one last
C hristmas season befo re it
becomes Macy's.
" M y first Christmas and many
Christmases since were spent in
the Wa lnut Room," said Miodus,
who was raised in C hicago. " It
was so important for us to do it
as a fami ly one last time."
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Frequent thefts threaten
safe1y in South Loop
By Chelsey Klasmch

First Year Contributor
T hi s past fall. Col umbia student Josh
Rubin wa s standing outside of a crowded
Walgreens two blocks from campus,
when someone stole his wallet. When he
realized it hours later. he retraced his
steps, but he knew had just become a v ictim of theft.
"My wallet was stolen from my back
pocket," said Rubin, a fres hman art and
design and film and video student. "My
drivers' license, Columbia ID, key card
to the donn and $80 in cash were in my
wallet,"
Police statistics show that thefts do
happen around Columbia's campus-and
they happen often.
According to C h icago's Citizen
!CAM, a Chicago Police Department
website that keeps an unofficial tally of
crime, 29 thefts occurred in October and
November on Michigan Avenue, Wabash
Avenue and State Street within a mile of
Columbia's
A lexandroff
Campu s
Building, 600 S. Mich igan Ave.
But theft is only one of the crimes
committed around campus. In fact, physical crimes happen more often than theft,
according to information on !CAM.
In the last two months , seven robberies
occurred with in a mile of the
Alexandroff building. In two incidents,
suspects used a handgun. Half took p lace
between 3 p .m. and 5 p.m., when many
students are on their way to and from
classes.
Other incident s incl udin g eight
assaults on area streets and a nother on
college property have recently taken
place and there were also I I reported

acts of battery in areas near campus.
Students say they generally feel safe
and confident about walking in the area,
but many are still concerned about the
cr im inal activity.
"Theft is always in the back of my
m ind, but I try not to think about it- otherwi se, it wo uld freak me out even
more," said Courtney Nagel, a freshman
fas hion major.
Many students also have a preference
fo r certain streets.
"I feel the most uncomfortable on State
Street," Rubin said. "So much attention
is placed north on Michigan Avenue, like
on the Magnificent Mile. Cops are more
abundant there versus State Street."
Police officials say students shouldn't
worry about street crim e.
"Most of these thefts occur at restaurants where a purse is set on the back of
a chair," said Sgt. Ross Will iams of the
departme n t's
C hicago
Alternative
Policing Strategy office. "Vict ims of
pick-pocketing and thefts are rarely college students."
Pat Camden, deputy director of the
police department 's news affai rs division, agreed that the area near
Columbia's campus is safe.
"Most crime is based on opportunity,"
he said. "If a student isn't aware of their
surroundings a nd gives an opportunity,
they become more vulnerable to criminal
activity."
Williams advised students to be aware
of any suspicious activity. If students
approach a street where they feel uncomfortable, they should take a detour, he
said. A nyone who is a victim of a physical crime or personal theft should report
it immediately.

Michael Jarecki/ The Chronide

The electric battery for the 2005 Ford Escape Hybrid (left) located in the rear,
powers the vehicle up until it reaches 30 mph. The gas engine (right) kicks in
when the vehicle goes above 30 mph .

Hybrid:
Tax breaks give buyers
incentive to get hybrids
Continued from Back Page
Escape hybrids in its fleet and in 2005 was the
largest midwest purchaser of the vehicles in
2005, a move that helped strengthen the company's standing, said Patrick Pineau,
spokesman for Exelon Corp.
CornEd has seen a savings of about 30 percent on the hybrid SUVs over their traditional
gas fleet and is expecting the new bucket
trucks soon, Pineau said.
"We're trying to be a leader and set an
example to cut down on emissions and
dependence on foreign oil," Pineau said .
However, Richard Fick, a sales manager at
Lynch Ford, 5333 W. Irving Park Road, said
the Escape is the only production hybrid
available through Ford Motor Co., and sales
are not as high as the company had predicted
for average consumers.
'That would be fantastic if the additional tax
credit passes," Fick said. "It would certainly
stimulate hybrid sales for average citizens."

So far Escape purchasers have been people
who are concerned about high gas prices as
well as the environment, Fick said.
" Unfortunately, that is a small percentage of
the population," Fick said.
The Escape is powered by batteries in the
vehicle's electric engine for speeds up to 25 to
30 mph. For higher speeds, or when the vehicle has torque, such as towing or going up
hills, the gas engine immediately kicks in,
Fick said.
The battery recharges itself through a
regenerative braking system that stores energy
every time the vehicle is in motion or braking.
Price-wise, Fick said, the Hybrid Escape is
about $4,000 more than the standard comparably-equipped gas engine model, but people
can save just as much in gasoline if they use
the vehicle primarily within city traffic.
Emanuel also urged the Federal government to pursue the hybrid market and provide
funding for state transportation fleets by 20 15.
This year Emanuel secured $2 million for
the world 's first ethanol-to-hydrogen fueling
station in Chicago through the Energy and
Water Appropriations bill, Connery said.
"Emanuel always said, 'When it's good
energy policy, its good environmental policy
and good economic policy,"' Connery said.

COLLEGE SURVIVAL TIP

ASKING THE
FOLKS FOR MONEY.
THEY WANT TO GIVE.
YOU JUST HAVE TO HELP THEM REALIZE IT.

S USTAINABL E ART

C•
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S J AN l b. ?006

Always a ddicarc convcnonion, ir's wuaHy best ro hit them up before .
gradts come our. R~uaas are best preceded by observations like .. h s so cold 10 her~
1 can sec my breath.. and ""Wow, I'm just wasrU. away from hunger...
And here's ~othe~ suar~ _for m ' · •g a linlc ~xua scrat~h: Fr« Chtcking _from
Washington Mutoal. r hcrc s no m1mmum oalan~ r~uued t~ tvo.•d a mon~}y scrvtcc chatF
i.S frc:c to sigll up fur . vosa• Check
Plus thcn:s fret
boll P"Y av:ubblc ar W>ffiU..,__
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Next to good rdations with the parental unirs, Frr< Ch<cking from Washington Mutual
is your best bet. Swing by your local Washongton Mutual Finanaal Center or
calll-800-788-7000 ro start living the high life this semester.

S MA RT MUSEUM O F AR T UNIVERSITY OF CHI CAGO
5550 South Greenwood Avenue 1Ch1cago. tll•nv •s 60637 I http://smaftmuseum.uch,cago eou

FREE CHECKING WITH NOMONTHLY FEE
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BALANCE

c

Washington Mutual
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Performers:

Snow settles over city

New proposal
cracking down on
street musicians
Continuedfrom Back Page

Anthony Johnson spreads salt in front of the DePaul School of Law, 25 E. Wabash
Ave., on Thursday. Dec. 8 the day after a snowstorm. The snowfall was the first
significant accumulation since the city's winter parking ban went into effect earlier
this month.

whether it be through words,
music or performance.
"I usually get a tremendous
response from people, tourists
and loca ls ... C urrie said. "It's
always been nothing but positive . I play the bagpipes, and
they ha ve really only one level
you can play at; I can't really
turn them down."
Ti m
'\utt.
fou nder
of
Streetnote. a nonprofit organization based in San Franc isco that
provides oppo rtunities for street
musicians to be heard by making
and providing demos for street
musicians to have free of charge
said street music is a c rucial
aspect of the culture of any city.
"We live in real noisy cities
and the no ise that surrounds us is
traffic and people screaming,"
Nutt said. Street music brings in
an element of triangulation
between the music, the performers and th e people walking the
streets"
N utt visited Chicago last summer during the C hicago Loop
Alliance's (formerly the Greater
State Street Counci l/Central
Mich igan Avenue Association)
State Street Live event, which
featured street musicians and
performers from around the city.
Nutt said he was surprised at
how much it the city was helping
out music ians by g iving them
designated areas to play. He said

Seasonal Part-Time
Package Handlers
· Earn $8.50· 9.50 per hour, with
potential for permanent job
pla cement in the New Year
· Consi stent Work Schedule
· Weekly Paychecks
· Weekends Off

Northbrook UPS

most people he talked to in
C hicago thought street musicians helped businesses.
" It makes the streets more of a
communal place where people
can share things," Nutt said.
"Without that, it would lead back
into a society where people stay
indoors and use the street simply
as a passage way to get quickl y
from one place to another."
Natarus didn 't comment on the
status of his new proposa l but
said he is not o ut to get street
musicians like a lot of people
seem to th ink .
"I'm not against street musicians. In fact, I'm the one who
put them on the street in the first
place," Natarus said. "It is my
constituents."
Matt Richards, who works at
the Gap at 555 N. Michigan
Ave., on the stretch the new
street performing proposal is targeting, said that he persona lly
hasn't heard many people complaining about street music or
performers.
" I don't recall anyone ever
complaining about street musicians," Richards said. "In my
experience, it has been the opposite of that. A lot of people from
out of town seem to actually
enjoy that sort of thing. Being
able to experience something
like that in an urban area is what
they are here for."
Remington Pettygrove, a street
musician and sophomore busi ness major at pePaul University,
said he doesn 'f agree with the
new proposal.
"Street musicians are part of
Chicago,"
Pettygrove said.
" That 's wha t makes up our
culture."

--

Permanent, Part-Time
Package Handlers
receive as much as
$23,000* in
College Financial
Assistance

2 52 5 Shermer Road
Sunrise Shift • lam to Sam
Twilight Shift • Spm to 1 Opm
Shift times are approximate. For more
Information visit:
www.upsjobs.com/chlceao
Access Code: 441 7
Or cdll: 847.480.6788
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Ban:

Road block

Students mixed
on ordinance
Continued from Back Page

Eric DavisfThe

A Southwest Airlines plane comes to a stop at the intersection a t Central Avenue a nd 55th Street on Dec . 9
after sliding off a runway wh:ie attempting to land at Midway Airport on Dec. 8. Fl ight 1248, carrying 98 passengers and five crew members, s truck two vehicles in the intersection, killing a 6-year-old passenger. The pla ne
is expected to remain in place unti l the National Transportation Safety Board wraps up its investigation.

the jury is still out.
Jessica Correa, a senior photography major at Col umbia, said if
she had the choice between going
to the suburbs and smoking or
staying in the c ity and not, she
most likely would go to the suburbs.
" It sucks fo r diners," Correa
said. " Restaurant owners should
be able to decide.'"
Correa suggested treating
smoking the way the city handl es
liquor- requiring businesses to
obtain a smoking license.
Others, however, support the
ban.
" I like be ing able to go to places
and not have to smell smoke,"
said Natalie Ha ll, a fi rst-year
g raduate student at Roosevelt
University. "' It 's better for my
health."
Hall, a non-smoker who moved
to Chicago from Wisconsin,
where a simi lar ban was enacted,
said many of her friends are upset
about the ban.
" It's freezing . If I always had to
stand outside to smoke I would
understand, too," Hall sa id.

Gallery opens art up to everybody, creative crowd
By Kim Haburn
First Year Contributor

The John Galt Ga llery doesn't have
any pricey o il paintings o r watercolors- j ust photographs of blues legends,
shadowboxes with hand-drawn cartoons
inside and 3-D art featuring Barbie
dolls.
The gall ery, at 3222 N . Clark St.,
occupies space formerly used by The
Alley, a collection of stores owned and
operated by Mark Thomas. The alley
stores have an unusual array of products, from leather jackets to c igars to
s ilver jewelry. Thi s tim e, th o ugh
Thomas has turned his eclectic tastes to
starting a different kind of art gall ery.
Thomas took the name of the gallery
from Atlas Shrugged, the nove l by Ayn
Rand, after the character Ga lt, who
brings the others to en lig hte nment.
The items in the store don 't seem I ike
they're suitable for an upsca le, "artsy"
crowd, which is good consi dering th at a
snooty crowd is just what Thomas wants
to avoid .

In Thomas' eyes, most of th e art galleri es in C hicago are "too snobby, and
new and emerging artists don' t have a
shot at getting in the door."
At first sight, Thomas himself seems
like an unlike ly figure to open an art
gall ery, but hi s interest in art is no th ing
new.
" I've been a coll ector for 30 years,"
Thomas sa id. He added that he began
collecting photography after he o pened
hi s c igar store, Blue Havana, 10 years
ago.
Photographer Peter Amft was commiss io ned to make prints for the store,
and Thomas wound up hangi ng most of
them in his home.
Amft will be the artist in residence at
the gall ery. Based in Chicago, he has
photographed many musical arti sts that
have come through Chi cago includ ing
B.B. King, C huck Berry and th e Ro lling
Stones. Amft even worked as th e offic ial
tour photographer when t he Ro llin g
Stones hit the road in 1972 .
Amft be lieves Thomas w ill help
unknown artists by g ivin g the m a
chance to display their work.

"Most places are either high-end galleries where th ey won't show your stuff
unless you're a lready famous, or galleries in Wicker Park that on ly local
people come to," Amft said.
Part of Tho mas' goa l in open ing the
gallery is to teach customers, especiall y
younger ones, how to collect art.
Gallery employees should understand
that some visitors are new to art . He has
a particular interest in attracting attention from Co lumbia .
"Columbia kids have been a part of
Th e Alley for years," he sa id , noti ng that
Colum bia student s have been A ll ey
employees as we ll as fa ithful customers.
Jason Ruby, an employee of Thomas'
who has just started workin g at the
gallery, said he is a newcomer to the art
scene. He heard that Thom as was opening a gallery and volunteered to work.
A lthough he doesn ' t know much
about art, Ruby said he is learning
qui ck ly. His favorite pieces so far are
paintings by Chris Berg. Ruby describes
them as " sort o f a fairy tale meets Cat in
the Hat."
The artwork currently on display in

the gallery will be cycled out after Jan I ,
Ruby said . The gallery has so much
work to show- much of it fro m Thomas
own coll ection- that it needs to be
rotated.
Th e gallery is two-thirds photog raphy
a nd one-th ird m isce llaneous artwork ,
including oils, lithographs and threedimensional pieces. All an is featured in
group shows. Artists consign their work,
and the profi ts are split in-half with
Thomas. Most of the artwork ranges
from $200 to $I ,200.
A Ithough the gallery occupies space
formerly used by The All ey, it's separate
from the store. The floors are wood and
the wa lls are painted gray so that the artwork doesn't have to "'compete" with
wh ite walls, a suggestion made by one
of the photographers featured in the
gallery.
Th omas said he always wanted to
open an art gallery, and the opportunity
finally presented itsel f.
The gallery is open from noon to 7
p.m. on Wedn esdays. Thursdays and
S undays , and from noon to /0 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.

Underco\·er bag bust

Knocks not hea rd quickly enoug h

Two undercover pt•:ice officers were conducting
survei llance at the corner of State Street and
Roosevelt Road on Dec. 3 when they "observed a
man running at a frenzied pace carrying bags." The
officers identified themse lves, showing their badges,
and requested that the offender stop so they cou ld
conduct an interview. The offender then jumped on
the back of one of the officers, a 33-year-old man,
and punched him in the back of the head. The other
officer, a 36-year-o ld man , apprehended the offender
and placed him under arrest.

On Dec. I, a 53-year-old man woke up to knocking on his door around 7 a.m. at the Hilton Chicago,
720 S. Mi ch igan Ave. A man of an unknown age was
on the other side complaini ng of chest pains and
shortness of breath . The witness sat the unidentified
man down in his room and called 9 11. Paramedics
transported the man to Nonhwestem Memorial
Hospital , where he was pronounced dead on arrival
from cardiac arrest.

Da ngerous donations

A 42-year-old mentally handi capped wo man
ordered a small pizza, chicken strips and a drink at
Edwardo's Pizza, 52 1 S. Dearbom St., and then
refused to pay after eating it on Dec. 5. A 31-yearold male employee wanted the incident to be documented but didn ' t want the woman locked up. The
meal was valued at $16.68.

Police arrested a 44-year-old man after he was
observed soliciting funds from motorists on Dec. 2
near 500 S. Dearbom St. The man was walking in
and out of traffic, endangering the lives of motorists,
pedestrians and him self, po lice said.

Hungry woman too fu ll to pay

Compiled by Chronicle staffthrough information
provided by the Chicago Police Department.

CilYBEAT
Proposed ordinance may
drown out street performers

N o joke:
no smoke

Alderman wants
performers to quiet
down, pay more

City council votes
Chicago to be
smoke-free by 2008
By James Ewert
Assoc iate City Beat Editor
For months, aldermen have
debated and put off deciding
whether smoking should be
banned in the city, and they
have finally reached a conclusion: Chicago wi ll be smokefree- eventua lly.
The city council voted Dec. 7
to pass a compromise ordinance, effectively banning
smoking in all indoor public
places, eventually including all
bars and restaurants.
The ban, which goes into
effect Jan. 16, 2006 will require
all public indoor places to go
s moke-free and gives restaurants, bars and stand-alone taverns until July 8, 2008, to do so.
Violators will face fines from
$100 to $500, while owners and
managers that fail to comply
would face a fine of $1 00 or less
for the first offense and a fine of
no more than $500 for the second offense.
" I think this is one of the best
things to happen in the city
council. This is what the legislative process is all about," said
Alderman Burton Natarus of the
42nd Ward. "This was a very
tough issue and an issue that's
not finished. We have a lot of
work to do over the next two
and a half years."
Natarus said he and his colleagues stayed up until 3 a.m.
the morning of the Dec. 7 meeting trying to find a compromise
that combined the two previously proposed ordinances. The
first ordinance, proposed by
Alderman Ed Smith of the 28th
Ward, called for the elimination
of smoking in all public indoor
places with no exceptions. The
second ordinance, proposed by
Natarus, called for the elimination of smoking in most public
places, but had exceptions for
stand alone restaurant bars and
taverns.
" It's a rare opportunity for us,
as a [legislative] body, to save
li ves. Today w e have that
opportunity," Smith said.
Chicago will jo in New York,
Boston, Los Angeles and a long
list of other U.S . cities that have
passed smoking bans . Chicago's
ban, however, is foggy because
11 has one possible loopho le: If
C\lablishmcnts can prove that
venti lation and filtrati on system~ can completely clear the
a tr, they may be exempt.
II po ll on the c ity o f
Chicago's website found 71 percent of respondents in fitvur of
the ban, while 29 percent arc
aga inst it. When it comes to
~u pp ort from coll ege stude nts,

See Ban, Page 19

Guitarist Remington Pettygrove, a sophomore business major at
DePaul University, plays for commuters waiting for the CTA Red
Line at the Chicago stop on Dec. 7. A proposed ordinance would
lower the distance musicians can be heard from 200 feet to 50
fee~ and increase permit fees by $100.

can't enjoy their apartments,"
Natarus said. " That's all this
[ordinance] is designed to stop ."
The new limitations would
require all street musicians to
By James Ewert
pay a $ 150 permit fee (up from
Associate City Beat Editor
$50), display photo identificaIf 42nd Ward A lderman tion at all times and stay away
Burton Natarus and his con- from the area around the Jay
stituents get the ir way, street Pritzker Pavilion in Millennium
musicians along Chicago' s Park during concerts. Street
Magnificent Mile wi ll be musicians are also prohibited
singing a softer tune.
from performing on what the
At the Nov. 30 city council new ordinance calls " the highly
meeting,
cong es ted
Natarus
proof
"This is clearly a consti- area"
posed revisions
Michigan
tutional issue about the
to the current
right the public to public Avenu e
law regarding
between East
spaces."
street musicians
Delaware
and performers.
- Bill C urrie, street musician Place and East
The new guideSuperior
lines proposed
Street.
by Natarus reduce the distance
Bill Currie, a street musician,
musicians can be heard from said he was effectively banned
200 feet away to 50 feet, as well by police from playing h is bagas raise the minimum fine for pipes too loud in front of Water
violations from $200 to $300.
Tower Place earlier this
Natarus, who proposed a more September.
ri gid ordinance in 1999 that
"This is clearly a constitutionfailed to make it through city al issue about the right the pubcouncil, said he has revived lic has to public spaces," said
efforts for new guidelines Currie who has hired a lawyer
because the people in his ward, and plans to file a class action
which incorporates much of the lawsuit against the city for the
Central Loop and Gold Coast, citation he received.
have been calling for it.
Currie said constraints from
"The point of the matter is, I ordinances continue to pile up
just don ' t see the value of peo- on top of each other and are
ple pounding on cans and people beginning to hinder the public's
with a drum set pounding away right to express themselves
w ith no music or anything else
See Performers, Page 18
and making noise so people

Tax credits aimed to encourage hybrid sales
Illinois businesses
pressing forward with
hybrid technology
By Alan J. Baker

City Beat Editor
In an effort to boost sales of
hybrid vehicles nationwide, U.S.
Rep. Rahm Emanuel, a democrat
from Chicago , announced he
would introduce a tax break for
consumers and businesses that
purchase alternative-fu el vehicles.
The American Hybrid Tax
Credit Ac t o f 2005 would
increase credit for purc hasers o f
hybrid and other alternative- fue l
vehicl es by $3,000 if they arc
manufactured in the United
States.
" Making hybrids more available to con sumers and small
busi nesses is a hat tr ic k in
Chicago," Emanue l said during a
press conference Dec. 5 at the
19th Distric t Po lice Station. " By
increasing the tax credit c urrently a vai labl e to purc hasers o f
hybrids , we wi ll reduce our
dependence on fi>rcign oil und
c reate u clcuncr environment. "
Unde r the Wo rking Families
Tux Re li e f' llcl of' 2004, purchase'H of quulif'ying hybrid guselectric vehicles during th e cui-

endar year 2005 may claim a tax Emanuel that the company is Charbonneau said.
Eventually external funding
deduction of up to $2,000 on also committed to reducing fuel
l 040 forms, said Sue Hales , usage by optimizing hybrid was put towards development
spokeswoman for the Illinois diesel eng ines and lowering and Exelon Corp., the parent
company
of
Chicago's
harmful emissions.
IRS.
" Being a large producer [of Commonwealth Edison, placed
As of Jan. 1, that deduction
wi ll drop to $500, according to commercial ve hicles] we take an order.
" The utility industry saw the
Hales, but consumers who pur- seriously the need to conserve
chased vehicles in 2004 can still fue l and reduce e mission," value of the production and they
claim the credit on their 2005 Patrick Charbonneau, vice presi- were pushing the heck out of us
dent of government relations at to bring this to the market," Jim
taxes.
Emanuel's tax credit must first International, said. "Frankly, it's Williams said, director of sales
and distribution at International.
be drafted into a bill before being our responsibility to do that."
Internationa l began pursuing "Something I have never seen in
ass igned to a committee for
review, said Kathleen Connery, the technology after the utility my forty years at International."
CornEd now has 24 Ford
industry
nat ionwide
came
spokeswoman for Emanuel.
"Chicago is really on the cut- together and encouraged them to
ting edge of hybrid technology," develop more efficiently running
See Hybrid, Page 17
Connery sa id. "The tax credit vehicles, such as bucket
will make it easier fo r people to trucks for power
line repairs,
purchase the vehicles."
Emanue l's legisla ti on will also
increase c redit for
----=~~~:::::::
a lte rnative motor
vehicle technology from 20 percent to 40 perce nt, an initiative for manufac tures to keep
researc hing
nnd
de ve loping within
rnurket.
Of'fi ciuls from lntcrnutionul
MlchHI Jll'tCkVTht Chroniclt
Truck und Engine Corp., one of
the nut ion 's lenders in hybrid The 2006 Escape Is the only hybrid vehicle available through Ford
technology for conuncrciul Motor Co. A proposed hybrid credit Incentive would provide an addivehicles, unnounccd ulungsidc tional $3,000 credit to consumers who purchase hybrids In 2005.
www ColumhtaChrontclr 'mn

